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Decision 2000:·.SGA election approaches
BY DAVID HOINSKI
Ne\vs Wrirer

Next week, Xavier students will
go to the polls to choose their 20002001 SGA executive officers. This
decision promises to have an important impact on the future quality of student life at the university.
Campaigning began yesterday at
noon, and students walking the academic mall noticed the large, colorful signs advertising this year's
two executive tickets.
During the afternoon, the can~
didates got an early start handing
out flyers, shaking hands and explaining their platforms to the student body.
Presidential candidate Casey
Shuff stood in front of the University Center passing out fliers and
rallying enthusiasm for his ticket,
which includes sophomore Natosha

Cuyler-Sherman for legislative vice
presidentand senior P.J. Zimmer for
administrative vice president.
Shuff, a junior international affairs major, has served two terms
on the Student Senate, and this year
he serves as the chairman of the Studerit Affairs· Committee, which
deals with various student issues.
Shuff's ticket plans to establish
"a student-run radio station," with
its own frequency. They also want
to increase SAC's funding in order
to enable a fall concert, among
other things.
"We are really adamant about
bringing a good band to campus
next fall," said AVP candidate
Zimmer.
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Mark Mallett, Jeff Pugh and Jennifer Buckley (I to r) are running
for Legislative VP, SGA President and Administrative VP,
respectively.

Another platform issue is the
creation of technical R.A.s, who
would be trained by ISS to assist
residents with computer services.
Shuff said his ticket will also attempt to improve Recreational and
C.lub Sports and will focus on im. proving off-campus life at' Xavier.
"We are ·really excited about
working with the students and administration in order to build a better Xavier," said Shuff.
"The leadership qualities of our
ticket are beyond comparison, particularly in terms of diversity of
· experience," Shuff added.
Junior presidential candidate
Jeff Pugh also spent Tuesday campaigning on the mall.
Pugh's ticket includes sophomore Mark Mallett for legislative
vice president and junior Jennifer
Buckley for administrative vice
president.
Pugh has served three terms on
Senate, and this year he fills the role
of Senate Coordinator, one of the
highest positions in Student Government.
Pugh's ticket is also running on
a five-point plan, although their ar··eas of emphasis are different. They
are stressing "technological improvements on campus," and in par. ticular, they are enthusiastic about
"instituting online registration for
classes."
Th~y also want to increase the
funding for clubs and intend to
work for better campus safety. In
addition, they are concerned with
the ever-problematic parking situation at Xavier.
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Natosha Cuyler-Sherman, Casey Shuff and P.J. Zimnier (I to r) are
running for Legislative VP, SGA President and Administrative VP,
respectively.

Finally, Pugh's ticket hopes to MacKenzie Bowling, adamantly
promote diversity through sympo- encourages student attendance at
the debate;
siums and programs.
·"The debate provides students
"When we were looking at our
goals, we decided to focus on ideas With an opportunity·tO meet the canthat could be turned into reality didates and to evaluate their ideas·
within a relatively short span of and qualifications," said Bowling.
The election will be held on
time," said Pugh.
"We want to get things done for Tuesday and Wednesday, February
22-23. Students must present a
Xavier," he said.
"As a ticket, we are very excited · valid ID in order to gain a ballot,
about the opportunity to represent and all students, inclµding seniors,
the Xavier student body," said are permitted to vote.
Mallett.
·
Further discussion of the issues
Polling stations
will take place at the SGA Execuare as follows:
tive Debate, which will be held on
Kelley Auditorium Lobby,
Monday, Feb. 21 at 1:30 p.m. in
8-12 a.m.
Kelley Auditorium.
Outside the Grill,
Teep Schlachter, chairman of the
Board of Elections, will act as r,nodnoon-2 p.m.
erator of the debate.
Nieporte Lounge, 2-4 p.m.
Current SGA Legislative Vice
Cafe Lobby, 4-7 p.m.
President and political guru, James

'Recycle some, throw most away': A trashy tale
In order to make campus recycling efforts substantial students must do their part-to help Physical Plant and take the issue more seriously
BY RACHEL NAPOLITANO
Ass/. Campus News Ediror

Officials from Physical Plant,
students in Earthcare and an official from Rumpke met on Monday
in the Dorothy. Day House to discuss the controversy over recycling
on campus.
Lee Stevenson, Xavier contract
cleaning manager, told Earthcare
that there are no Xavier employees
who work at night to collect recycling from sites on campus.
Such positions, which existed in
the past, are no longer in place.
Instead, contracted cleaning services split up the nighttime custodial work. Vince Lewis of Physical
Plant and his crew pick up recycling
on Saturdays and, if they deem extra pickup necessary, on Wednesdays. If it is not time for a pickup
and the bi·ns overflow with recy©2000. The Xavier Newswire
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club could petition
Xavier for additional funding to
Physical Plant in
order to pay someone to monitor
campus recycling.
cially
"recycle
some, throw most
o·
o
J'
Stevenson did
away," because th.e
- Lee Stevenson, not answer the
cleaning service is
Xavier contract cleaning manager question. Instead,
not responsible f o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - he told the group of
recycli.ng.
ers, as do all the recycling bins on students what he has told them sev"I'm not paying them to do that," campus, which may only be marked era! times before: "I can tell them
Stevenson said. "They are not go- "cans."
[contracted workers] to recycle, but
ing to take the recycling from this
Regarding making recycling a it's the students."
house [Dorothy Day House] and duty for the night staff, Stevenson
"Students need to be courteous
walk it over to Physical Plant."
said, "I just don't have the labor for ... properly putting material into the
Behind Physical Plant's Rainbo it ... With the amount of paper and .·containers," says Lewis.
Building, there are recycling cans accumulated by this campus, · Students in Earthcare and the
dumpsters for cardboard, mixed it's going to cost money."
officials from Physical Plant say
office paper ·and cans. The
Seniors Kristen Barker and . they have observed recycling bins
dumpster for cans actually stores Rebecca Braun, Earthcare mem- being treated as extra trash cans,
plastic and glass beverage contain- bers, asked if there was a way the.. especially in the dorms. Both agree

cling, the night crew - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - has been instructed
to throw away unsightly overflow.
Stevenson said
the contractors offi~t

''/just don't have the labor for
[recycling} ... With the amount ofpaper
· accumulated b his campus,
an d cans
it's uoinu to cost mon.e11. "
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the recycling bins are polluted with
candy wrappers, chewing tobacco
and pizza boxes.
Stevenson said, "Ifit looks nasty,
they [custodians] will treat it like
trash."
"It really is a contamination issue," said Benjamin Pedigo, Recycling Account Representative from
Rumpke (where Xavier has its trash
and recycling accounts). "Containers can get abused."
"All schools go through issues
with recycling. It's a good process,"
he said.
Evaluatrng the meeting on Monday, Pedigo said there was not a lot
of confusion, but that the real issue
uncovered at the meeting is "that
Physical Plant does so much with
such little resources."
See Recycling, page 3
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Students to work for peace in E~ Salvador
BY ANDREW 'WEISS
•
Cofllri'b 11 1mg

·
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d~tails s.urrounding t~eir itinerary,

·
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Get contemporary
A contemporary issues forum
will be held on the 10th floor of
Schott Hall on Monday, Feb. 21,
from 3-4:45 p.m.
The topic, "The New Global
Economy: Assessing What Happened in Seattle," will be opened
. by three panelists: Beth Wilson,
economics; Tim White, political
science; and Alice Gerdeman,.
CDP, theology and Intercommu- ·
nity Justice & Peace Center. Call
Rev. George Traub, S.J., at 7453661 for more information.

·Soul food
For Black History Month, the
Cafe will serve the annual Soul.
Food Dinner today from4:30-7
p.m. The cost is $5.75 for those
without a meal plan.

Crime stopping
Over the past several weeks,
thefts have been reported from
McDonald Library, Schott Hall
and Schmidt Hall.. In response to
this, Officer Ken-Grossman plans
to meet with every department/
office on campus to discuss
safety and crime prevention. For
more information, call 745-2000.

International food
The International Dinner is on
Friday, Feb. 18 in the Downunder
from 6:30-8 p.m. Bring a dish to
share or $5. All are invited. For
more information, call 745-2864.

On May 16, as many Xavier
graduates begin their journey into
the "real world," 13 Xavier under~
graduates, one graduate and a faculty adviser will make a journey
into a real world of its own.
These students, known as Students for Peace, are a part of a delegation traveling to. El Saivador
through the non-profit organization Christians for Peace in El Sal-·
vador (CRISPAZ).
The trip, which runs May 16'
through 25, is in its third year at
Xavier.
Originally created to broaden
students' worldviews, the excursion provides the opportunity for
the travelers to immerse themselves
in a different culture and create soli- ·
darity between them and the people
they visit.
"This trip allows us to go to El
Salvador, and then come back to
the United States and see how our
lifestyle contrasts to theirs," said
junior Leah Busam, one of the students organizing the trip. "Once
we come back we'll have a better .
understanding of how our choices
can impact them:"
In order to go on the trip, students had to attend an informational session sponsored by the students who participated in last year's
program.
Applicants were selected by
members of last year's delegation.
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Members of Students for Peace sold CRISPAZ crafts on Saturday
outside Kelley Auditorium at the·performance by comedy troupe
Don't Tell Anna. All profits will help fund their trip to El Salvador
While in El Salvador, the students will visit the University of
Central America (UCA), the site
where in 1989, six Jesuits and two
lay women were killed by Salvadoran military.

They will also meet with social
activists, political leaders and
spend time with native families.
In order to organize and prepare
for the trip, group members have
been meeting ~eekly to finalize

discuss issues
and build group co.
hes ion.
Additionally, the travelers will
go on retreat in March to focus their
goals for the journey.
In order.to finance the trip, stu- ·
dents have been raising funds in a
variety of ways. The group is selling fleece hats and CRISPAZ crafts .
made in El Salvador and Guatemala.
Proceeds froll1 the sale of the crafts
are divided between.the delegates
and those who made them.
The group has also led a high
'school senior retreat, solicited donations, sponsored a memorial dinner for the martyrs of the UCA and
were the benefactors of the proceeds from a performance of "Don't
Tell Anna/' Xavier's improvisational group.
The total cost of the trip will
exceed $16,000. The group has
already a.ccounted for nearly
$6,000 of that amount and will be
contributing personally.
A noticeable benefit of the trip
is that the students wi II receive
three hours of liberation theology
credit. But that is not the benefit
that matters most, students say.
"In order to understand another
culture better, I think it is important to immerse myself in that culture," said junior Karen Rogers,
another of the trip's participants.
"We get to learn about the people~
learn about their struggles and
broaden our perspective of the
world."

Habitat houses. the blues
Refreshments will be provided, paid, so funds generated by current
.
and
beer will be sold on the pre- fundraising efforts will be forCampus News Editor
mises.
warded to the cost of the group's
Xavier's Habitat for Humanity
. "It brings i'n a lot of moriey ·~nd next house (its third) which is esd. is sponsoring the third annual Blues a lot of excitement for [Habitat]," · mated to begin i~ the 2001-2002_·
..
Night at 7:30 on Saturday, Feb. 19 : said senior Clair~ Blum. "We can school year.
in the Armory.
reach a lot of people in creative
.. In' hor}es .of expanding its
According to Habitat leaders,. ways."
fundraisingefforfs,Ha:bitaf plans to
Blues Night is the·group's biggest
Event planners will award door sponsor a run across campus in
prizes and are organizing a silent April, but details are still in the early
fundraiser of the year.
"[Blue's Night] not only pro- auction, with items that should be stages.
.
. According , to; j ~nior · Lori.
vides financial support for the club, · affordable to most students, accordbut it also creates awareness on : ing to Blum.
Geeslin, the more si.Jccessftil its:;
campus," said senior Lisa
Tickets will be sold on Wednes- fundraisers· are, the closer Habitat
McCafferty. "Habitat is not strictly day through Friday from 4:30-7 will. come to meeting its gm\l'of
a handout ser,vice, but it's about p.m. outside the Cafe, on Thursday building a house every year. · ·····
Habitat ITI~JTl_b.ers will. sell varibreaking barriers and building re-· ·and Friday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
lationships."
: outside the Grill and the Cafe, and ous Habitat-themed· items dllririg
Philosophy professor Dr. E. Paul ·on Friday from"8:30-l 1:30 !l.m. in Blues Night, rangif1g..from T- shlfts
to cookbooks.
·'
Colella's band, Mojo Boogie, is the the front lobby.of Alter;;· .·. .
headlining act, and a student band
Student tickets are $5 pre~sale . . . The. Blac~. Student Association
fronted by senior David Rojas, and $7 at the door. Faculty tickets is co-sponsoring this year's eve.nt.
.Julia's Feathers, will open. Junior are $8 pre-sale and $10 at the door.
Matt Henstridge will perform a jugCosts for the house cui:rently in:·
gling act.
construction by Habitat have been.

BY BRYAN RIECHMAN

Help 2000
Telephone volunteers are
needed for WVXU's Spring Fund
Drive 2000, which will take place
. Wednesday, March 15 through
the following Wednesday. The
shifts are in two-hour increments,
but volunteers are encouraged to
sign up for as many shifts as they
like. If you can give of your time
or if you have questions, call Jill
Gross at 458-3144.

More help
Women Helping Women is
seeking volunteers to help provide services to victims of sexual
assault, incest and domestic violence.
Help is needed in these areas:
24-hour PROTECT Hotline, hospital accompaniment to rape victims and clerical work. For more
information, call 977-5541.

Ext~avaganza
On Monday, Feb. 21, the
Black Student Association is
sponsoring the Cultural Extrava:ganza at 7 p.m. in the University
Center Theatre. Admission is
free.
The event will show how cultures have influences on each
other. Last year's focus was on
the connection Hispanic/Latin
American culture and African
American culture thorugh dance,
music and poetry.

0

Police Notes
Friday, Feb. 4, 1 p.m. -A set
of university keyswas stolen from
the jacket of a Physical Plant em"
ployee. The jacket was on the first
floor of Edgecliff Hall.

ing a dark aviator-style hat· and a
light-colored leather jacket. He. was
approximately 16-19 years old, 5'
9", medium build. A total of$150
was removed from her savings account throughout the day from
ATMs around the community before it was confiscated by a ma- ·
chine.

Tuesday, Feb. 8, 10 a;m, -On
the third floor of Schmidt Hall, an
Friday, Feb. 11, 1:30 p.m. -:administrative assistant reported Staff from Bellarinine Chapel reher purse stolen from her office ported someone brok~ three fingers
around 9:45-10 a.m. A male ~us~ off a statue of Mary inside the
pect.was seen running away wear- . chapel, between Jan. 1 and 8. . .

Friday, Feb. 11, 8:30 p.m. Campus police o-bserved a vehicle
speeding and driving erratically in
Cohen Center and the North Lot:
An underage student was cited for
operating a vehicle under the in~
fluence. He faces internal disciplinary action from the dean's office.
Sunday, Feb; 13, 8:45 p.m.
- A Xavier shuttle was involved in a minor.accident on
Ivanhoe Avenue.

PoleeNote
ofthe Mell

Sunday, Feb. 6, 12:55 a.m.
:..;;..·A 19-year-old nonstudent walked into
Edgecliff matching
Tuesday's description.
Police found the stolen
keys on him while in the .
restroom,. where the
purse was found. He was
arrested. and charged
.with three felonies.

CAMPUS NEWS

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Company offers students prizes FortuneNet, a prosperity consulting ·and leadership development company, is celebrating the
launch of its success education curriculum over the Internet with a
· unique competition.
In addition to offering 24 dynamic audio presentations, the
company will help students create
"dorm-based" mini-businesses.
Working in teams of 12, students
compete for more than $500,000
in prizes.
There are over $300,000 in team
prizes and over $200,000 in individual awards.
The firm's introductory 8.-week
course, Real Money .101: The Pri n-

ciples of Prosperity, features world For more details or to enroll online,
class speakers and authors such as students ·can visit the company's
Anthony Robbins, Steplien Covey, Web site at www.fortunenet.net.
Tom Peters and B~ian Tracy.
The course cove.rs skills such as
"We believe Real Money 101 is . sales, marketing, management and
a winning format for providing col- leadership as well· as the success
lege students with inspirational 'in- principles of creating a winning
sights from inany of today's ·great- mindset, defining core purpose and
est thinkers," said Carson V. values, managing time and setting
Conant, co-director of marketing, goals.
·
Nightingale-Conant. "We're ex"We've worked hard to put tocited about working and growing gether a package that offers tremenwith FortuneNet."
dous value to students," said
The course begins on April 3 and Michael Mathias, president of
ends on May 28. The fee of $199 FortuneNet.
includes access to 24 online audio
presentations, the business opporSource: FortuneNet, Inc.
tunity and all company contests.
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Recycling: Student cooperation needed
Continued from Page 1
According to Pedigo, Lewis
does the recycling program almost
single-handedly.
"There needs to be more cooperation between facilities and students. Maybe there is an environmental course that could be involved_. There needs to be student
hands-on involvement."
Another big problem is bins are
often contaminated with paper in
beverage bins or cans in paper bins.
Physical Plant officials said stu. dents are apparently apathetic
abo\lt recycling.
"If you took a poll of Physical
Plant about recycling at Xavier,
they would say it was a joke. We
just supply the labor. The students

need to. be committed on a long-. gram in place that will outlast all
of you."
term basis,'' Stevenson said.
"We can do this. We.. need you
Often cited was the fact that student leaders graduate and the pro- [Earthcare] to put the .pressure on
students to recycle corredly.~·
gram fizzles out.
Lewis, team coordinator, said
When told that perhaps the reason students are not concerned with merely creating a position for recythe state of recycling on campus cling will not work because Xavier
now is because they think the pres- has done it in the past and it was
ence of recycling bins marked "pa- too much for one person.
Lewis has been at Xavier for
per" or "cans" indicates a recycling
program instituted by Xavier, they many years and says he has "always
explained that there has only been ·tiad a hand in this [recycling].
a program since June of 1999, Manpower's riot enough."
"Everybody's going to make an
when Larry Smith became manager
honest
effort - the whole univerof day custodial and special events
.
sity."
coordinator.
"I think it was a good meeting. I
Smith said, "This [recycling] is
hope
we can keep this fire and get
something new for all of us. There
out
to
the students the importance
needs to be restructuring in Physiof
recycling,"
said Smith.
cal Plant. There needs to be a pro-

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

This swinging couple cut the rug to the music of Xavier's
swing band at Saturday's "When Swing was King" Dance in
the Armory. It featured the singers of the Muskie Blues and
a dance-off.
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VILLAGE
DISCOUNT OUTLET
4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwood; 9529 Pippin Rd., Cincinnati;
1813 Monmouth, Newport

Off-Campus Housing

·Oxford Apartments
1005 Dana Avenue
-Free heat
-Walk to campus
-Cable hook-up
-Parking
-Air-Conditioning
Accepting Applications
· · $320andup

• Nike •· Champion •
• Tommy Hilfiger_ • Levi . • .Guess

A tre.mendous selection of name brands
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WORLD BRIEFS
>-Compiled by: Deb Homan

.
Social ills create
burial snafus

.

Britain suspends ·Northern Ireland
FAILURE OF IRA TO DISARM PROVOKES MANDELSON TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION

>-Source: College Press Wire

ZIMBABWE (UNF) Zimbabwe's mortuaries are overwhelmed with hundreds of AIDSrelated deaths a day, and space
in local morgues and cemeteries is getting tight.
According to government
statistics, 340 people die each
day in Harare, Zimbabwe's capital, where some 240 of those
deaths are AIDS-related. This
year, 80,000 Zimbabweans are
expected to perish from AIDS.
"No one ever tel ls us the
cause of death but the number
of corpses is ever-increasing,"
said Paul Tabvemhiri, who
works in a morgue at Harare's
Parirenyatwa Hospital. "We
know it is AIDS. We gave out
18 for burial today - a fairly
average day."
The United Nations estimates the HIV-infection rate in
the country is at least 25 percent of working-age adults.
Life expectancy has dropped
from 61 to 49 since 1990.

BY RAY MOSELEY
Chicago Tribune

by a female employee of Subway.. Authorities said the boy
was an employee, but the girl
did not work at the fast-food
.
shop.
Police do not have a motive
yet and Jefferson County's
Sheriff's spokesman Steve
Davis told reporters Monday
morning it would be "a while"
before they can figure out
what took place.

Cyanide spill
reaches Yugoslavia

CENTRAL EuROPE (UNF)
- "In what may be Europe's
worst environmental ,disaster
since the Chernobyl nuclear incident in 1986," a cyanide spill
contaminating the Tisza River
has reached Yugoslavia and
damaged aquatic life, local officials say.
Atila Juhas, mayor of the
northern Yugoslav town of
Senta, said 80 percent of the fish
in the Tisza have died since the
cyanide that spilled .in Romania reached the country a few
Tuo Columbine
days ago. Istvan Backulin, the
mayor of another affected town
students killed
said, "The Tisza is a dead river.
LITTLETON, CO. (TMS)- All life in it, from algae to trout,.
The bodies of two· teen-agers has been destroyed."
from Columbine High School
· The spill occurred when a
were found dead Monday from dam at the Baia Mare gold mine
apparent gunshot wounds at a overflowed on Jan. 30 and
Subway sandwich shop located . caused cyanide to pour into
two bloc.ks away from their tributariesoftheTisza. Thepolschool, known as the site for one luted water flowed west into the
of the country's worst school Tisza in. neighboring Hungary
shootings.
and then into Yugoslavia. The
A 15-year-old boy and a 16- cyanide reached nonlethal levyear-old''girl were found dead els once it reached the Danube
inside the shop around l a.m. River.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

LONDON (TMS) Britain
suspended the 10-week-old North-.
ern Ireland government in which
Catholics and Protestants shared
power, holding that there had been
insufficient progress in efforts to
get the Irish Republican Army to
give up its arms.
But hours later, an independent commission with responsibility for the arms question issued a fresh report saying the
IRA had indicated earlier in the
day it "will initiate a· comprehensive process to put.arms beyond
use, in a manner as to ensure
maximum public confidence."
The commission headed by Canadian Gen. John de Chastelain
said the IRA statement "holds out
the real prospect of an agreement"
which will enable the commission
to fulfill its mandate. The
commission's mandate expires on
May 22, when disarmament by the
IRA and all other paramilitary
groups, Catholic and Protestant, is
supposed to be completed.
British Prime Minister Tony
· Blair's office welcomed the report
as "a development of real significance." But Britain's N01thern Ireland secretary, Peter Mandelson,
said it remained unclear whether
the IRA had now given a commitment to disarm.
He said if the IRA gives a commitment, and a time frame for completing disarmament, that would
"open the way" for him to lift the
suspe.nsion of the Northern Irela11d
government.
In a day of swift-moving developments, Mandelson announced in Belfast early Friday
evening he had decided with re-

WHO: Britain ys. Northern. Ireland ·
WHAT: Britain retak¢s Northern Ireland.'s government
WHY: · Unsatisfactory progress with the Irish Republican
Army disposing of arms .
.
WHEN: Feb. 11, 200Q .
gret to suspend the new government. .He said "real progress" had
been made, but not enough to justify his withholding the suspension. Also, Mandelson said he re- .
ceived no commitment of IRA disarmament before his decision.
With his decision, power, over
Nothem Ireland affairs reverted to
the B.ritish government. ·The
Northern Ireland executive, legislative assembly and cross-border ·
bodies with. the Irish Republic
went into the deep freeze.
Only
minutes
before
Mandelson spoke, the leader of
the IRA's political wing, Sinn F'ein
President Gerry Adams, said his
party had submitted a "breakthrough proposition" to the British and Irish governments ·on resolving the impasse.
After suspens:on was an- ·
nounced, Sinn Fein Chairman
Mitchel McLaughlin said: "We
will castigate the British government, we will punish the British
government, we wi\1 take them to
court if necessary." Sinn foin had
threatened legal action to challenge the suspension.
The suspension forestalled the
threatened resignation of Northern
Ireland First Minister David
Trimble, who threatened to resign
immediately .unless .Mandel son an- ·
riounced the suspension.
After a long refusal by the Unionists to.set up the power-sharing government because of the arms issue,
they changed their minds last No-

vember ~ but with the provision
they would not continue with the ·
administration unless the IRA
started disposing of aFms by Jan.
31, 2000. The new government
was established on Dec. 2, 1999.
The de Chastelain commission
reported at the end of January that
IRA disarmament had not begun,
and it had been unable to learn
from the IRA when it would.
The previous power-sharing
government in Northern Ireland
was set up in 1974. It collapsed
within weeks amid violence from
both sides, and it took another 24
years to produce the Good Friday
peace agreement.
"It is a suspension. It is not an
annulment," said a spokesman for
Blair. "The prime minister still
believes it should be possible to
implement. the Good Friday
agreement in full."
The Irish have said they fear
that suspension will make it im-.
possible to achieve progress on
disarmament, but will not allow
the disagreement to upset their relations with Britain.
Trimble told reporters he met
with Sinn Fein's chief negotiator
Martin McGuinness on Friday.
"They had nothing to put before
me," he said. "Consequently, sus,
pension became inevitable."
He said he regretted suspenc
sion, but "there can be no further
place in the politics of Northern
Ireland for private armies and
their guns."
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Are You Looking For A Challenging
& Rewarding Management Career? ·

T

hen look to the Fi\CS Group, Jnc. We provide
financial, credit and administrative service for all
divisions of Federated Department Stores, Inc. including Macy's, Lazarus,
Burdines, Bloomingdale's, The Bon Marche, Rich's, Goldsmith's and Stern's
as well as other companies.

, J

""··

Our Exect1J,~Ye·Deve!OphiehtProgmm (EDP) has
bee~?;.gesiglied to put you on the fast t~~k'fot\tnanage
.roent career success. You provide indepei1dent thiilking
and leadership potential and we'll provide extensive >•\
training and individual responsibilities along with the . ·.
opportunity to rotate within some of the following areas:

• Systems Development
• Credit Marketing
• Customer Service
•Benefits
• Human Resources

•
•
•
•
•

Employee Services
Risk Management
Credit Granting
Financial Services
Collections

We offer a competitive salary/benefits package and the
opportunity for advancement.
.
Human Resources Department - CP • An equal opportunity employer

o.

EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
FACS Group, Inc. • Human Resources - EDP
I I Duke Blvd. • Mason, OH 45040 (Suburban Cincinnati) • www.federated-fds.com
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SGA ···~We got issues
Current projects addressing student concerns
VOICE YOUR OPINION TO STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The Student Affairs Committee, in an effor.t to gain input on student concerns, is setting
up lunches in the Gtill to discuss campus issues. Let your student government work for
you. For more information, please contact Senator Casey Schuff at 221-0907.
'
"X TALK"

Why not sit down to lunch with Fr. Hoff, president of Xavier University, or Fr. Graham,
executive assistant to t~e president, and let your voice be heard? These lunches, referred
to as "X Talk," are held in the Cafe during the week, and all are welcome. If you are
interested in this program, call senator JP EQgelbrecht @ X-8751.
STUDENT CONCERNS SURVEY

The Senate Relations Committee is conducting a survey about issues dealing with the
quality of life at Xavier. The results will be published in The Newswire and delivered to
.administrators some time in March. If you have any questions regarding the survey, please
.contact Senator Peet Zeller@ X-3094.

SHOW ME
THE MONEY
,A listing ofrecent financial motions passed by Senate for
recognized student clubs and organizations

Jan.24,2000
Navigators
$845
Annual retreat
Music Education Club
$862
. Ohio Music ·Educators Association yearly
convention

Jan.31,2000
Women's Rugby Club
New equipment
XU SOTA
Habitat for Humanity

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
>:~.JZ..',~.ir

'B

X-3094.

. DINNER DANCE
SPONSORED BY SAC

MAR:CH 10.
A perfect nighf to spend with your.
roommates, frien.dS' or a. special someone.
.
Dinner, ·drinks and entertainment provided.
Look for more info to· camel
''

,

'

.

If you have any questions call.Jessica Hansberry® X-286 7,

FEB. 15 CAMPAIGNING FOR EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS
BEGINS @ NOON.

m.·~.IHJI.· ·. FEB. 20 DEBATE FOR EXECUTIVE ELECTION ON THE
:fr ACADEMIC MALL (WEATHER PERMITTING) @ 7 P.M.

i:f1,!
· '.- ·

@

$300

If your club needs fimding, please call
·Mark Mallett, chair offinancial affairs @ X-3094.

>:t*;r·

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
Sat. March 11 from 1-3 p.m.
More information to come
Questions?
Call JP Engelbrecht

$124

Start-up costs and equipment

TUESDAY, FEB. 22 AND
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 23

GRAB YOUR FRIENDS
FORA GAME
OF LASER TAG
Feb.24
11 a~m~ :.5 p.m. _
OKI Room intheUniversity
Center

$750

Spring break trip

EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS

CINTAS CENTER TOURS

$120

Conference trip to Seattle

XU Sherpas/Mountaineering Club

Voting 'Times and1ocations~~
Lobby of KelleyAudi~orium - 8 a.m.··to noon
Grill Lobby - noon to 2 p. m.
Nieporte Lounge (CBA) - 2 to 4 p.m.
Cafe Lobby - 4 to 7 p.m.

5

.):*it

FEB. 22, 23 EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS

MARCH 11 CINTAS CENTER TOURS OPEN
TO ALL STUDENTS FROM 1-3 P.M .
MARCH 11, 12 JUSTIFICATION HEARINGS FOR CLUBS

WHO YA GONNA CALL?
DOES YOUR CLUB NEED MONEY?
MARK MALLETT X-3094
WANT TO START A CLUB? MIKE SIGG X-3094
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SENATE? JEFF PUGH X-4249 .
COMMUNITY SERVICE QUESTIONS?
JULIE HAMMERSMITH X-3094
QUESTIONS ABOUT STUDENT AFFAIRS?
CASEY SCHUFF 221-0907
QUESTIONS ABOUT SAC? JESSICA HANSBERRY X-2867
QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS PAGE?
JP ENGELBRECHT X-875 'I
QUESTIONS ABOUT SGA? LYNN GRUNNZINGER X-3995

COM6 166 Ufllll
SENATE MEETINGS ARE HELD @ 3 P.M.
ON MONDAYS IN THE TERRACE ROOM.
SAC MEETINGS ARE HELD @ 3 P.M.
ON TUESDAYS IN THE TERRACE ROOM.
STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
ATTEND BOTH MEETINGS.

6
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>Caroline Purtell, Editor

WELCOME! · YOU'VE GOT MAIL. ..

>E-mail: 0P1N10Ns@xavier.xu.edu

- S TA F F

AND TIME, PEOPLE, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED,

E o· I ·y 0 R I A L -

MONEY, FORTUNE, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY,

Unsung heroes
Have you ever wondered how building due to an apartment comthe snow magically disappears plex and have to move off camfrom the driveways and sidewalks pus completely.
Another group that warms the
of Xavier's campus the day .after
a heavy snow? Or have you ever heart of The Newswire is the posttaken note of the stellar signs office. They have the very large
adorning the walls of the Cafe and task of ensuring the delivery of
Grill?
each student's mail, in addition to,
You may not have had time to hole-punching documents or findnotice these things because they ing boxes for needy students.
The shuttle drivers, no matter
are everyday occurrences, provided for us by people most stu- how sure you are they accelerate
dents have never seen.
when they see you waiting, deWe have decided to take a serve a little thanks. They spend
break from our usual ranting. countless hours cramped in a
about parking, graduation and ·driver's seat, warding off the nox~
classes to recognize some of the ious smells of inebriated students.
Also, the Sign Crew, who most
unsung heroes on our campus.
You may think a college is people do not see because they are
made up only of teachers, students locked away in a basement filled
and administrators, but we know .with paint fumes, deserves some
the small things people do for us applause. How else would you
are what make Xavier a good know the date of the next Insomcommunity from ~hich to learn.
niac Club meeting, or what other
For example, many cif us know great events are taking place?
the· Physical Plant workers·. from ... Of course 'it is not possible to
their pickup trucks filled with recognize every group on campus · ·
rakes, shovels, etc., but did you that makes our lives· a little easier.
know last semester 'they won a With papers, exams and everyday
worries, we sometimes take 'for
national landscaping award?
They not only keep our cam- granted the things we never have
·
pus beautiful but are the ones who had to worry about.
shovel our drives bef·ore anyone
Next time you feel unappreciis even awake, fix our squeaky ated by the administration, just
doors and perform' innumhable think cif all the hundreds of people
other tasks.
who 'go unappreciated everyday.
It seems unfair that this group, They are what trulYmake this a
whose work impacts of daily; will great place to be.
have to surrender their current
l •

:

:

•

•
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CNN, HBO, WB, CINEMAX, TNT,

T~S,

TCM, .

CARTOON NETWORK, WARNER BROS., LOONEY TUNES,
NEW LINE CINEMA, WARNER MUSIC INTERNATIONAL,
ATLANTIC, ELEKTRA, TIME WARNER CABLE, TIME LIFE
BOOKS~ BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, LllTLE BROWN ...
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Wrestling not source of problems
BY JOE NUGENT
Contribtfting Writer ...

You hear the. soun.d of glass
breaking. No, I didn;t just put a
baseball through the kitchen win-,
dow. I just saw Stone Cold Steve
Austin come onto the television set.
Monday nights are nights when
people do not call me between the
hours of 8 and 11. Why?
Simple. No, not because I don't
have any friends, but because I am
watching:wrestl ing· wi th~'iil Lcif its.
bod)" slams, tombstones, clotheslines; suplexes, hurricaranas and
yes, even the "people's elbow."
Wrestling has all of these ingredients'.. It is part soap opera, part entertainment, part movie and ALL
fun!·
We all remember when we were
little kids watching Saturday morning cartoons like the "Smurfs,"
"Gummy Bears" and "Hulk
Hogan's Rock 'N Wrestling."
Wrestling has been with us for so
many years. So why then has the
media come out and branded wrestling as nothing but glorified violence by a bunch of non-athletes?
I have news for al I of you media
folk out there who think you know
it al,I abo,ut wrestling ... YOU
DON'T KNOW JACK!
Are wrestlers athletes? Yes. ·
These guys don~t·have an ·off-season. They work hard, and they do
not have a week break in between
their matches.
Is it violent'? Yes. But have you
ever watched an episode of"NYPD
Blue" or maybe jus't the news at
six'? There is more violence in
those shows than in any one wrestling match.
Does it market to kids? Sometimes. Wrestling does have action
figures (which I have), water bottles
(got one of those too), video games, ·
T-shirts, the list goes on and on.
Wrestling also carries a television guide.rating with it so parents
can make an educated decision
about what their son or daughter is
watching. The bottom line is that
wrestling is taking the blame for the
disaster that is happening in our
schools today.
Ail this time people are yelling,
screaming. and crying because

some kid said, "suck it" or gave the . ents said so.meihing like, '.'We wish
middle finger. Where are the pat- '·Tommy would stop beating his'
ents who are sitting down with their brother with that barbed wire, but
children and watching these shows they like to do it," or, "Piease do
with them to decipher right from n~t jump from that roof Billy, you·
wrong? Where have family values may not land on that stack of cardgone in today's society?
board boxes."
I'll tell you whe~e. Family valHello! Are parents really that
ignorant about what their kids are
doing these days?
As I mentioned earlier, I am an
avid fan orwrestting and never, and

Family values

havtfalikh":Yficiiifiio'~· '~~eYN~i~~~;~::~e~e~;i:~s~M;e~~ ··

. wo.rki.'rig. parents,
·aware of the fact that i't is danger. ous and that these guys are profes· d,iv'0rce, · dr:ugs and. .· . sionals ..·
+hat
My little cousins realize they
bad Schools "·
should not go to school and curse
give the middle finger or give
have t~achers ·wbo. . orsomebody
a tombstone just because
they
felt
like
doing it.
do not want to . . .
Let's wake up America. It's time
teach. Children: are. - ;10 start taking controt back from the
,.::. televi~ion and video games and put
·
_· ·· ·. ,, · .: ·. ,
not bad because they ... it ihtcithin~s we have forgotten like
·
·h . 1· ·
family values, teaching kids what
watc .wrestttng.
is right and wrong and how when
ues have fallen victim to working
parents, divorce, drugs and bad
schools that have teachers who do
not want to teach. Children are not
,bad because they watch_ wrestling.
Wrestling is not bad because kids
it. .. .":.·
watch it and imitate
.
.
A few months ago "20/20" did
a special on backyard wrestling.
Kids were using sharp objects and
trying to act out their favorite moves
like their idols ·on television every
Monday night.
They interviewed the kids and
then their parents. All of their par-

yo.u are 13 years old you are not
· supposed to can-y an automatic rifle
to school.
Wrestling is not the cause of
these problems. Bad parents are a
part of these problems.
. So the next time you watch
Stone C6tc:I give someone the stunner or see The Big Show chokeslam
someone from 10 feet high, or even
see an eyebrow go up in the air,
know it is entertainment and not reality.
Know what is right and what is
wrong, and know who to blame and
when to blame them.

We know you.can talk.
But ca.n you write?
And ifyou can write, can you count?
Call x-3122 ifyou'r~
interested in writing for
The Newswire.
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··,WHAT. ·is·your motto?

"G~t ~Sirluch as•

'.'Don't pee on the
electric: fence."

6
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~-:~hristilla
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"Eat, drink~nd be
· nierry."

''I amthe tyrrie
machine.'.'
-Justin "Tyme"
Hunt
.···Sophomore

-Dan McKay
Junior

soyeas ,
Fresh'fnCiri ,.

"I'll try anything
. once."

·-Brian Leibforth ·
Freshirum

· -Lauren Sullivan
Junior

''In lifeyou gotta
"Live each day like "It's all about
I'm running on
·... karma.''
get your qv,rn •·
·.·.•. 'potion of.·
two hours
..'.-Smantha Shrader conbread."' ..
sleep."
Sophomore

of

-Tamra Greer>''
Junior>

-Brian Faust
Sophomore

. ·.,\.' <:

... ~: . '
.:.;·: ... ::::._:.:)
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Examples of iron-rich foods Spiritual millionaires
W

hat foods are high in
iron? I am anemic and
am currently taking a multivitamin with iron but I'd like to
get iron from the foods that I eat.
Irori is prevalent in animal proteins such as beef, poultry, pork
and seafood.
It is also found in vegetable
sources of proteins such as dried
beans, and it is abundant in leafy
green vegetables, iron-fortified

breads and cereals and dried fruit.
The iron in meat is completely
absorbed by the body.
However, vegetable sources require vitamin C for absorption.
So it is a good idea to include
plenty of citrus foods inyour diet,
preferably at each meal.

at the Health and Counseling
Center or e-maUed to
opinions@xavier.xu.edu.

Questions answered by Xavier
Physician James P. Konerman.

Questions may be dropped off

'·

PAPAllHll'S

.ii.

Ot1i(J \';,Hi.:.

Restm1ran1:-. :•1c
An lnclcpei1de1111>,
Ownt!d & Operaien
Fr<1nc"rtl~A:'

Better Ingredients. ·
Better Pizza.

Drivers earn· up to $15.00 per
hour!
Required:
Flexible Schedule
Good Driving Record
Insurance
Your Own Vehicle

*Ask for Scott or Lynn

BY TOM SCHAEFER
College Press Exchange
HOST: Is everyone ready to play:
"Who Wants to Be a Spiritual Person?"
CROWD: Yes!Yes! (wild cheering)
HOST: All right. Here's 'your
chance to attain spiritual enlightenment without having to follow a specific religion. Isn't that what everyone wants?
CROWD: (Roar of approval)
HOST: To choose our contestant,
we've asked 10 people to answer the
following question: Which of the
four is the most admired "saint" in
our society: a) Joan of Arc, b) Dorothy Day, c) Mother Teresa, d) Princess Diana.
(Lights flash, computers blink,
contestants quickly punch in their
answers.)
HOST: The winner who answered the fastest is Ed Hurleigh of
Flyfisher, Arkansas! He chose d)
Princess Diana, because she did
charitable work, was an international
· cele.brity and had a ton of money a true saint, if there ever was one.
Way to go, Ed. Now tell us a little
bit about yourself.
ED: Well, I'm a businessman
who's never quite found a religion
that suits me. Besides, Suriday is my
golfing day. I'm looking for a readymade, easy-to-follow spirituality that
doesn't make too many taxing de- .
mands and fits with my lifestyle.
HOST: Sounds like you're just
the one to play our game. Pick the
right answers and you're on your
way to spiritual bliss, Ed.
Remember, you have three lifelines: You can poll the audience,
phone the psychic network or channel the spirit of Joseph Campbell.
Are you ready to play?
Here's your first question: What's
the biggest frustration about religion:
, a) It can't account for why bad things
happen to good people b) Differing
beliefs continue to create barriers
between people that often lead to
hostility c) a Supreme Being allows
evil to exist d) All of the above.
ED: I'm sure of this one: d) All
of the above.
HOST: Final answer?
ED: Yes.
HOST: Correct. Nothing turns
people off about religion more than
thos~ three quandaries. And you've
recognized that religion has no easy
answers for them.

HOST: OK. Here's your next
question: Which of the following is
most desired by people who want to
be spiritual? a) Ser.vice to others, b)
Self-denial, c) Belief in Supreme
Being, d) Personal happiness.
ED: I think I know the answer,
but I'm going to use one of my lifelines to be sure. I think I' II try channeling.
(Moment of silence as Ed goes
into a trance.)
ED: Well, a voice keeps saying,,
"Follow your bliss." So, I guess I'll
have td go with d) Personal happiness.
HOST: Final answer?
ED: Final answer.
HOST: You're right! The other
three actually could keep you from
reaching your full potential. Are you
ready for the last question that could
make you a winner?
ED: Let's go for it.
HOST: Here it is: Who of the following best exemplifies the kind of
spiritual person most people want to
be like: a) .. the patriarch Abraham;
b) Jesus, c) the prophet Muhammad,
d) personal development guru An·
thony Robbins.
ED: Let's see. Abraham had to
leave his land and venture into the
unknown. Bummer.
Jesus suffered and died on a cross.
No way. And Muhammad was big
on unswerving obedience to God.
Too demanding.
That leaves Robbins, who promotes a self-empowerment philosophy and makes a ton of money. I
like his moxie. It has to be d) Anthony Robbins.
HOST: Final answer?
ED: Yes, yes, yes! Geesh. Do
you always have to say, "Final answer?"
HOST: You're a winner in the
game of spiritual enrichment, Ed!
Congratulations. Now that
you've won, how do you think you'll
be different as a spiritual person?
ED: Well, I'm not going to worry
about those unanswerables - why
there's evil in the world, who has the
"right religion" and why good
people have to suffer.
.
I guess I'll follow my bliss, wherever it takes me.
HOST: Sounds like you 're on the
right path to becoming a spiritually
fulfilled person.
ED: And continuing my quest to
break 90 on the golf course. Who
could ask for anything more?

·a
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>-Joe Angolia, Editor
>-Sports Desk: 745-2878
>-SPORTS@xavier.xu.edu

Forecast for
spring season
With the 2000 spring season
coming up, Atlantic 10 head
coaches made their annual predictions for the nine spring
sports.
The men's golf team received
Xavier's highest predictiOn, as
they were picked to repeat their
second-place finish from. the
1999 fall season. Rhode Island,
who took first place last semester, was again picked to finish in
first. ·
· The baseball team (24-3 l in
1999) were selected to finish in
third place for the upcoming season in the A-10 West. Massachusetts and Virginia Tech were predicted to win the A-10 East and
West, respectively.
The women'i;; tennis team,
which finished in fifth place last
season, was selected to again finish in fifth, behind conference
frontrunner Virginia Tech.
After finishing in eighth place
last season, the men's _tennis
team, were picked to finish in
eighth this season. Preseason
favorite in the conference for the
men's division also went to Vir- ·
ginia Tech.
Closing out the predictions,
were the women's rowing team,
who were picked to t1nish in dead
last (11th place) for the upcoming season.
Each team should be ready to
prove the voters wrong as competition for this season's conference championships begins.

Volleyball
marathon
Beginning at 5 p.m. on Friday,
March l 0, a volleyball marathon
will be held at the O'Connor
Sports Center to benefit the Madonna House of Northern Kentucky.
Teams consisting of 6-9 players will participate in the event
for one hour. Each player must
raise a minimum of$10 i.n sponsor money.
Any player who raises $15 in
sponsor money will be awarded
a free T-shirt. Prizes will be
awarded to those players who
manage to raise the most money.
This year's marathon, which
is the 22nd annual, will continue
until 9 p.m. on March 11.
Those interested in participating in this event should contact
Peggy Schutzman at 34 l -4523 to
reserve your playing time.'

Soccer tryouts
Walk-cin tryouts for the men's
soccer team's spring season will
take place from April 10 to April
14.
The Musketeers will look to
use the spring season to work out
the kinks, in an effort to improve
next year on last semester's 513-1 record.
-Joe Angolia
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Women up run to 10 straight wins
Muskies knock off Virginia Tech, Fordham, improve to 21.-3
BY MATT BARBER

boards, pulling down 34 rebounds
to Fordham's 25.
After the game ended; the Musketeer got down on one knee and
proposed to sophomore forward
Erin Senser. Senior Aaron Hall,
dressed in the Musketeer costume,
surprised his now-fiancee who, of
course, s~id yes.

Sports Writer

Last season, Virginia Tech, having spent most of the season ranked
in the Top 25, was the team to beat
in the Atlantic 10; and Xavier did
beat them, twice. This year, Tech
has slipped a bit in stature, but
Xavier did not mind, beating them
for the second time this season as
well.
The win against Virginia Tech
(14-9 overall, 7-5 in the A-10) on
Thursday night in Schmidt
Fieldhouse means the Musketeers
will definitely finish higher than
the Hokies in the West Division,
but at 11-2 in the conference (213 overall) and with two cupcakes
left on the menu, do not count on
any tie-breakers being needed in
the West.
Xavier also made quick work of
the Fordham Rams (4-19, 3-9) on
Sunday to push its winning streak
to 10 games and keep pace with
West Division-leading George
Washington who, at-11-1 in the A10, lead the Musketeers by a halfgame in the standings.
If GW wins its game at Massachusetts on Thursday and XU wins
its game at La Salle on Friday,
Sunday's game between the
Colonials and the Musketeers in
Washington D.C. could give the
West Division to the winner, and
will if both teams win-out afterwards.
XAVIER 68, VIR. TECH 46
Virginia Tech was held to its
lowest scoring total of the season
on the road against Xavier who
shot 50 percent from the field and
made six three-pointers in the 6846 victory.
. A layup by freshman guard
Reetta Piipari with 11 :22 to go in
the first half sparked a 12-2 run by
the Musketeers that kept the game
in the Musketeers' hands for good,
giving them a 25-14 lead with
seven minutes remaining in the
half.
The last l: 13 of the half belonged almost entirely to sophomore small forward Katie Griggs.
Griggs nailed a jumper and made
a layup before the Hokies could answer with· two points; and then

I

CLOSING ON 1,000
Phillips needs just 30 points to
join teammates Levandusky,
Tuukkanen and Hotz as 1,000-point
scorers this season. She should ac. complish the feat against George
Washington on Sunday or
Duquesne on Feb. 24:
Levandusky moved up_ to eighth
place on Xavier's all-time scoring
list with her 1,125 points, moving
ahead of Jenny Rauh who pla:yed
at XU from 199.3-97. Levandusky
needs 105 more points to push Beth
Hake (1978-1982) out of seventh
place.
Tuukkanen, with 1,056 points is
in 11th place, and Hotz, with 1,027
points, is in 12th all-time on
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JOHN THOMPSON
Junior Jen Phillips (20) scored 16 points in the team's 83-50 win
Xavier's career scoring list.
over Fordham on Sunday. Phillips needs just 30 more points to
X\lvier had not had three playmove into Xavier's 1,000 point club.
ers pass the 1,000-point mark in a
single season until this year, and has
Griggs drained a three in the final into the contest, and they never never had four accomplish the feat
seconds to give XU its largest lead looked back, as a crowd of 1,043 in a season, which should happen
watched XU hammer Fordham, 83- in the next three games.
of the half, 12 points, 36-24.
Xavier began the second half as 50.
Xavier held the Rams to 19
FINJSHING OUT
they ended the first, pulling away
from Tech, this time withia 10-5 run points in the first half, while scor- '' '· ·Ih 'contention' for ·first place in
in which four different Musketeers ing 35, and outscored FU 48-31 in the A-10 West Division for the.first
time in school history, the Muskescored points. Thehalf ended in the second half.
Phillips had a perfect day shoot- teers have three games left in the
similar fashion, as Xavier outscored
the Hokies 13-6, making the 22- ing, going 7-7 from the field, 1-1 regular season. The first is at La
point final deficit the largest of the from behind the three-point arc and Salle on Friday at 7 p.m., and the
game. XU scored 32 points to VT's 1-1 from the free throw line to lead second at George Washington on
XU with 16 points. She also Sunday at 4:30 p.m.
22·in the second half.
TheA-10 Network will be teleJunior guard Nicole Levandusky grabbed a team-high seven revising Sunday's game on Fox
tallied 14 points, seven rebounds, bounds.
Tuukkanen and Levandusky Sports Ohio (Channel 22 in the
four steals and three assists to lead
. Xavier to the win. Junior forward scored 14 points each, and seriior dorms}, in what should be the game
Jen Phillips added 13 points and forward Kim Hotz poured in p that decides the West Division title.
freshman point guard Amy Waugh . points on a 6-9 shooting perfor- Xavier beat GW, 68-55, earlier in
mance. Waugh dished out nine as- the season ..
contributed 10 points in the effort.
The Musketeers end the regular
JuniorcenterTaru Tuukkanen led sis ts, Tuukkanen blocked three
XU with 10 .rebounds, and Waugh shots and Levandusky pilfered the season on Feb. 24, senior night,
ball three times.
against Duquesne in the last game
dished out six assists.
Every Musketeer made it into the ever in Schmidt Fieldhouse. Xavier
ball game, and all but one scored has played over 300 women's basXAVIER 83, FORDHAM 50
This game was over nearJy as points, as Xavier recorded 28 assists ketball games in Schmidt since the
soon as it stl,lrted when the Muske- on 32 field goals as a team. XU also program's first season, 1971-72.
teers sprinted out to a 18-2 lead 7:36 outworked the Rams under the
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Thursday, Feb. 17
•Swimming at Atlantic 1O
Championships in Buffalo,
N.Y. at 11 a.m.

Friday, Feb. 18
•Women's basketball vs. La
Salle at 7 p.m.
•Swimming at Atlantic 10
Championships in Buffalo,
N.Y. at 11 a.m.

Saturday, Feb. 19
•Men's basketball vs. Virginia
Tech at 2 p.m.

-

·~wimming at Atlantic 1O

Championships in Buffalo, N.Y.
at 11 a.m.

Sunday, Feb. 20
•Women's basketball vs.
George Washington
at4:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 22
•Men's basketball vs.
George Washington
at 9:30 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 24

•Women's basketball vs.
-Duquesne at 7 p.m.
.,

Home men's basketball
games are held in the
Cincinnati Gardens.
Home women's basketball
games are held itJ
Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Home games are in bold.

GAME
of the

WEEK
MEN'S BASKETBALL VS.
GEORGE WASHINGTON

9:30 p.m. at Cincinnati
Gardens on Tuesday.
You've heard us mention
him all season, but this is it, this
is your chance to go and see
George Washington's diaperdandy SirVailant Brown: The
nation's leading scorer at 25
ppg will be in Cincinnati next
·Tuesday to try to help the
Colonials sweep their series
with the Xmen.
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Price is right against Canisius, UMass
Sophomore posts back-to-back double-doubles in team's two wins ·
BY JOE ANCOLIA
Sports Editor
{ .
With his team needing every
game at this point in the season,
sophomore Lloyd Price has ~~rned
his game up a notch in an eff?rt to
do all he can for the desperate Musketeers. As one of the many teams ·
on the bubble closing in on the
NCAA Tournament (the Musketeers were ranked 71 in the RPI index entering last night's game
against Duquesne), the Musketeers
need primetime performances from
the top players.
Price answered the call this past
week by posting double-doubles in
the team's wins over Canisius and
Massachusetts, which upped the
Musketeers' record to 15-8 (5-5 in
the Atlantic 10).

XAVIER 87, CANISIUS 78
Against the Golden Griffins, the
Xmen begari the game with their
leading scorer, Price (14.2 points
per game), watching from the sidelines. After establishing a 20-point
lead, 31-11, nearly 10 minutes into
the game, it appeared as if they
could let him watch from the sidelines.
As has been the case all season
though, Canisius chose to make the
game interesting, cutting into the
lead in an effort to steal another win
from the Musketeers' grasp. For a
change, however, the Musketeers
; decided to hold on to this one, hitting clutch free-throw attempts
down the stretch to seal the victory.
A three-pointer by sophomore
Kevin Frey at the 4:05 mark put the
Musketeers up 11, but it would be
the last Xavier field goal of the·
game.
The Golden Griffins were within
four points with 2:35. to· play but
were unable to get any closer. The
Xmen connected on J 1-15 free

shooting (2-3 from three-point
range and 7-7 from the line). Williams had come under fire recently
for not putting up the numbers expected of a senior, especially one
who averaged over 17 points a
game his junior year. On Saturday,
though, the lid on the basket was
removed, as Williams shook off his
shooting trouples on the way to one
of his best performances in months.
McAfee chipped in 15 points
(including a perfect l 0-10 from the
line) to round out the Musketeers'
top scorers.

throws in the final four minu_tes, to
prevent another victory from slipping away.
Price led the way on the glass
with 10 rebounds and completed his ·
double-double by pouring in 14
points on 5-9 shooting from the
field. Freshman David West and
senior Darnell Williams followed
Price's lead with seven rebounds a
piece, in helping the Musketeers to
enjoy a 46-29 rebounding advantage.
Junior point guard Maurice
McAfee put together a solid line that ·
included team-highs in points (18),
assists (eight), along with his six rebounds. McAfee sits in fourth place
in the A-10 in assists at 4.3 per
game.
.
Williams and West rounded out
the top scorers for Xavier, finishing
with 17 and 14 points, respectively.

XAVIER 87, UMASS 77
On Saturday, Price fought off
both a nagging injury and a hounding Massachusetts team to lead the
Musketeer~ to an 87-77 win. Price,
who has been hampered by a dislocated finger in his ·teft hand, fought
through the pain to lead Xavier past
the Minutemen with a 28-point, 11rebound performance. His 28-point
scoring outburst ( 12-14 from the
free-throw line) marked a careerhigh for the small forward.
UMass' Mo_nty .Mack kept the
game close.in the first half by scoring 21 of his team's _42 points.
Mack's outside shooting produced
big plays for the Minutemen while
preventing the Musketeers from establishing a solid lead.
Wisely, the Musketeers chose not
to get into a three-point shootout
with Mack, who finished 6-12 from
downtown en route to a game-high
34. points on the night. The Xmen
. instead chose to take advantage of

XAVIER 95, DUQUESNE 66

The Musketeers played host to
Duquesne last night in the Cincinnati Gardens, but the Dukes didn't
recieve the kind of welcoming they
might have preferred.
The Xmen decided it was time
to get some payback against the
Dukes, the same team who had upset the Muskies 85-78 on Jan. 15.
That game saw the Muskies down
18 points at one point and subjected
to the dirty play ofSimon Ogunlesi,
who got into a scuffle with Frey:
This time around, though,
Duquesne found themselves on the
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY PHILLIP VON FURSTENBERG
heels of a seven-game losing streak,
Sophomore Aaron Turner (shown hanging on the rim) came off
their last win coming against non
the bench to grab eight rebounds in the Musketeers 87.:. 77 win
other than the Musketeers.
over UMass on Saturday.
While the Dukes might have extheir overwhelming advantage in double-double of the season after pected to recover from their skid
rebounding. The Musketeers grabbing 10 rebounds to go with his against the Muskies, the Xmen in.nearly doubled UMass' ·rebound- 11 points. Sophomore Aaron stead decided to give Duquesne a
ing total (43-21), led by Price and Turner saw quality minutes off the beating, in more than one way.
The first half began with the two
bench, in place of starter junior
West.
Aside from being beaten on the Reggie Butler, and responded by teams trading buckets, with
boards, the Minutemen were grabbing eight rebounds in just 20 McAfee and Williams leading the
awarded just 13 trips to the free- minutes. Price's game-high 11 re7 way for Xavier. As the two players
· throw line for the entire game. The bounds, five of which were offen- went shot for shot with Wayne
overwhelming disparity in trips to sive boards, tied a career-high for ·Smith (the conference's fourth leading scorer entering th_e game at 18.1
the line (13 for UMass to 42 for the second-year player.
The main story of this game ppg).
XU) put coach Bruiser.Flint's
might be the reemergence of Willsquad at a distinct disadvantage.
See Men page 1O
West came up with his fifth iams, who scored 19 points on 5-8

Return of Sanchez sparks Owls.to 12-1 streak
quality play are two reasons why
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
A;.10
Dayton sits atop the Atlantic-10
Asst. Sports Editor
AWARD WINNERS
West and are most likely heading
In the beginning of the college
THROUGH .GAMES OF FEB. 12
to the Dance.
basketball season, Temple head
The Rookie-of-the-Week feacoach John Chaney referred to sePLAYERS OFTHE WEEK
tured another Flyer. Freshman
nior Pepe Sanchez as the best point
.
PEPE SANCHEZ
..
Brooks Hall earned his second
guard in the country. After recovTEMPLE
Rookie-of-the-Week honor as he
ering from a few bumps in the road,
40 PTS, 9 REBS, 7 ASSISTS
. averaged 11. 7 ppg and S. 7 rpg.
Chaney's prediction might not be
· MARKASHMAN
Hall has played with a lot of maso far fetched.
DAYTON·
turity in his rookie season and has
Since Sanchez has returned to
21.0PPG, 9:o RPG
become an. integral part of the
the lineup after suffering a severe
team. For the season, Hall is averankle sprain earlier in the season;
ROOKtE··.oFTHEWEEK
aging 10.3 ppg and 5.6 rpg.
the Owls have gone 12-1 and are
BRqOKS HALL.
Once again, Temple looked very
now 18-4overall and No.15 in both
. . DAYTON
strong this past week and has a
the Associaed Press and USA To11.7 PPG, 8.7 RPG
commanding three-game lead in
day Coaches Polls this week.
the East with a 10-1 record.
Sanchez makes his teammates
better by having a complete under- with 44 steals and 103 assists. He
Dayton at 8-4 is only one game
standing of his role a point guar~ .. also is. second on the team in re- ahead of Xavier and George Washington, who stand at 6-5 and 5-5,
He knows he doesn't need to score bounding at. 5.9 rpg.
for his team to win. What he does
With that type of consistent play respectivley. The last couple weeks
know is that he is counted on to out of Sanchez, the Owls could of conference play have now beplay strong defense and run the Owl reach new heights come March.
come very interesting. GW makes
offense. His 4.7:1 assist-to-turnThe other Co-Player-of-the- a trip to the Gardens next Tuesday
over ratio speaks for itself.
Week was .another senior. Mark to play a crucial game against
Sanchez~s selfless play earned
Ashman of Dayton averaged 21.,9 Xavier in front of a nationally telehim Co-Player-of-the-Week honors ppg and 9.0 rpg.as the Flyers went vised audience compliments of
this week. Sanchez had 20 points, ·· 2-1 this past week. Ashman is av- ESPN.
nine rebounds, seven assists and ·eraging 13.7 ppg and 6.54 rpg and
In A-10 women's play, Alena
three steals in Temple's 75-61 win is a big piece of the puzzle for the Martens of Dayton and Lisa
over Fordham. He leads.the Owls Flyers. Ashman's leadership and Jakubowicz of Temple were Co-

as

.
A...Jo
.
AWARD WINNERS
THROUGHGAMES OFFEB. 12

· PLAYERS OF THE WEEK ·
ALENA MARTENS

·.

DAYTON ..

21.SPPG, 5.SRPG
LISA JAKUBOWlci
.TEMPLE .
16.7PPG,12.3'RPG

ROQKIE'()FJHE WE~K·
Cl:IRYSJAL$TARLING.

iwov:fo~~{~_r5g~BLES
Piayers-of-the-Week.
Martens averaged 21.5 ppg and
5.5 rpg as the Flyers went 1-1 this
past week. Dayton lost to Xavier
77-64 and then beat Fordham 7160. The 5-10 sophomore guard shot
58.0 percent from the field as she
earned her first ever Player-of-theWeek award.
. Jakubowicz had two doubledoubles this past week as the Owls
went 2-1. Her first came in
Temple's 42-40 win over UMass in
which she scored 17 points and had

11 rebounds. Jakubowicz's second
came on Saturday when she tossed
in a career-high 26 points and
pulled down 17 rebounds in
Temple's 72-63 loss to La Salle. In
the Owls' 85-71 win over St.
Bonaventure, Jakubowicz was good
for seven points and nine rebounds.
She finished the week averaging
16.7 ppg, 12.3 rpg and 2.7 spg .
Rookie-of-the-Week honors
went to Chrystal Starling ofVirginia
Tech.
Starling averaged 12.5 ppg as
theHokies went 2-1 this past week.
The 5-11 sophomore guard has
scored in double figures 14 times
· this season.
Overall action in the A-10 was
highlighted by Xavier as they
stretched their consecutive game
winning streak to 10 games. The
XU women are 11-2 in conference
play and trail No. 25 ranked Goerge
Washington by one game in the
standings. Xavier makes a huge
visit to GW this Sunday.
With a victory over the
Colonials, Xavier would not only
be tied for the conference lead but
could also earn a spot in the top 25.
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'Next game' most important Men:· Dukes dethroned
for XU; women's basketball·
Continued from page 9

BY MATT BARBER

to spend the night in the Atlanta
airport before they could fly in for
the: postponed game.
The winning streak is at 10, the
The bottom line the Muskelongest in school history, but that
teers see from .that experience,
does not concern the Musketeers.
however, is the loss.
The winning percentage is the
They.certainly remember their
.best it has ever been this far into a
last loss, to St. Joseph's by two
season; bu't that does not concern
points on Jan. 9 at XU, and that
the Musketeers.
has been driving Xavier to win
For,yet another week, the polls
after win after win ever since.
have left Xavier out of the Top 25,
:.
. .-;: ..: ::
After Friday's contest, Xavier
but that does not concern the Muswill be heading. to Washington
keteers.
·. . Games Left
D.C. to take on West DivisionThe only thing that concerns
leading George Washington, who,
the Musketeers is the· next game.
·Feb;;la
at
11-1, are just a few percentage
' That has been the focus of the
Feb. 20 atGW"·
.4:~p
points ahead of XU in the A-10.
players and coaches of XU's . Feb. 24: ·ouqu~sn~* · ·7.:30
The Colonials came out on the
women's basketball team this enshort
end' of the first game with
.tire season, "the next game.'~
•··"
.
Xavier, 68-55, on Jan. 22, and
With a 21-3 record ove~all, and
Fox Sports
()hie( ·... ·· ·•·•.· .• .· ..... ·••·· .· ·
*Horne
game,
last ever in· Schmidt,. have not lost since.
an 11-2 mark in the Atlantic 10,
no one could blame the Muske·Fieldho~·~iJ#~~J.~fi'~~~..:·)C>.·••·.··· . They were 24th in the AP poll
then and have climbed back to
teers for thinking a little bit about
No.
25 after. being knocked out
winning the West Division (they
··.Teafu·•.•·(~~~er~·.··
following the loss to XU.
are a half-game behind George
Xavier will have the opportuWashington), winning· the A-10
·..· PoinfSperC,am~:, ..... . nity, in one fell swoop, to beat a
Tournament (they are a victory
Tan.iTuukkanen.·· .•. . :.1s.4< ranked team for the second time
away from clinching a first-round
·Nk9lelevaridosky···
this season as well as sew up the
bye) or making the NCAA TourWest Division title (as long as it
.Jef1nifer.P~illip~< · "12~8<
nament (every prognosticator has
wins its other remaining games).
included XU in his or her projected
It wili not be easy. GW has an
field of 64).
18-game
home-winning streak
The fact is, all of these things
Taru ruJkkaneri
going,
eighth
best in the nation.
are accomplished, at least in part,
J~nnifer. Phiffips< ·.
s'.6 ·•
Xavier's worst defeat of last seaby winning the next game.
son came at the Colonials' home,
Xavier's next game is against
AssistsPer Game: · •.·
a 35-point embarrassment. Wins
lowly La Salle, whose 4-8 conferin D.C. do not come easily.
ence record is tied with Duquesne
·
The point of all this is simple:
for last place in the West Division.
... .
.. ,.·:=
The Musketeers are not yet think-·
The Explorers drag an overall
...· St~als f'e(:Came: ·. > ing about Sunday's game, but.evmark of 9-14 into Friday night's
eryone who follows Xavier,
contest in Philadelphia, and have
.·• .
George Washington and the Atnot beaten' a team .with a better
lantic 10 is.
record than their own since the 30point drubbing Xavier adminis- team upset Xavier, 63-61, in Philly,
Tune in to Fox Sports Ohio
tered in Schmidt Fieldhouse on but the asterisk on this game is that · (Ch. 22 in the dorms) to catch the
bad weather forced the Musketeers action at 4:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Jan. 20.
Sports Writer

Will _the Musketeers be taking
· this game lightly Friday night? Nqt
if they have halfway-decent memories (and you can het on the coaches
jogging those memories at practice
this week).
Last year, a struggling La Salle

Women's Bhan·
Vit~l.statistics ·
~--.
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·~~~'w~~~~nd.usky ·.· · · · ~·:·~-.•·.•

, · With the Muskies up 18-17, all
hell broke loose.. Several players
were sent to the ground after a collision in the paint, Ogu~lesi landed
on top of sophomore Alvin Brown
and upon getting up from tne floor,
Ogunlesi shoved Brown back ·
down.
Qgunlesi trotted down the court
only to meet up with Frey. The bad·
blood between the two players
boiled over, as they locked up in a
shoving· contest.
Before long the small scuffle
turned into a lynch mob as players
from both teams tried to defend
their teammates.
Senior Obi Harris left the be~ch
to j.oin in the melee only to be restrained, twice, by head coach Skip ·
Prosser.
When everyone was separated
and the dust finally cleared, both
Ogunlesi and Frey had suffered
shots to the face. Upon reviewing
the skirmish, the referees tossed
Ogunlesi for instigating the fight
and Harris for leaving the bench.
Frey had to leave the game to
have his wound attended to, but the
forward would come back with a
vengeance and a new number (50)
later in the game.
·
Technical free throws were shot,
including those awarded after
Duquesne's Charles Stanfield was
awarded a technical for mouthing
off to West. McAfee drained all
four of Xavier's free throws to put
the team up 22-18.
West wreaked havoc on the
boards in the first half. His nine
first half rebounds helped the Musketeers to establish a 48-33 halftime
advantage.
Frey's rejection of a Duquesne
shot attempt clear to midcourt as
time· expired, put an exclamation
point on the team's first-halfdomimince.

McAfee and Williams carried
the·scoring load in the first half; finishing with 14 and 11 points, respectively.
Things didn't get any better for
the Dukes in the .second half, as the
Muskies used a 20-3 run to put
themselves ahead 64-40. The XU
offense was on all night as points
came from every player on the
floor.
·
·
The Xavier lead reached 34 at
its peak (91-57), but the Dukes
scrapped together a few buckets at
the end to make it closer. Smith did
all he could to keep Duquesne
close, but his team-high 20 points
just weren't enough.
Frey had the final say· in the
battle, after scoring 20 points to go
with his nine rebounds. McAfee
also chipped in 20 points while
dishing out five assists.
The restirgance of a sharp-shooting Williams continued, as the
guard hit on 4-5. three-point attempts, finishing with 19 points.
West posted his sixth doubledouble of the year, completing the
trick with 14 rebounds and 11
points. Brown came off the bench
to pour in 10 points for the victorious Xmen.
T~e Musketeers.cruised to victory by outrebounding Duquesne
(43-24), making a high percentag~
of their field goals (.492) and free
throws (24-28).
Even freshman Ryan Caldwell
got into the scoring action, recording the first points of his Xavier
career by knocking down a 10-foot
jumper from the baseline.
The win upped the Muskies'
record to 16-8 (6-5 in th~ A-10),
keeping them in close contention
with Dayton for the A-10 West lead.

CINCINNATI CYCLONES

College Night
Friday, February 1 ath 7:30 p·111
Cincinnati Cyclones vs. Cleveland Lumberjacks
@ Firstar Center

Happy Hour from 6:15 till the end of the
Tickets

1st

period

Bonus: The San Diego
Chicken will be performing
throughout the game
• Tickets available at the Firstar Box
Office with a valid college ID
•·For more information
call 421- 7825 ext 180

Tickets available at the Box Office the night of the Game
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we
have issues.

CALL NOW! WORK NOW!

RES.TAU RANTS

FULL SERVICE, .FINE~ DINING, FAST.
FOOD, DELIVERY, FAMILY STYLE,
MANAGEMENT, BARS & PUBS,
NIGHTCLUBS, COUNTRY CLUBS,
HOTELS, CONCESSIONS, DIETARY,
PRODUCTION, CAFETERIA &
HEALTHCARE!

www.xu.edu/writcntr

Will my professor recognize my
brilliant ideas this semester?.·
Will I find true happiness in my.
Western Civ class?

100's of.food Service Jobs
Available·

Will I get rich after taking
microeconomics? ·

NOW HIRING
CALL .1-877-991-9292
FREE SERVICE

Let us help you find your own answers.
Get centered!

.JAMES GLENN WRITING CENTER
CONSULTANTS WAITING FOR YOUR

RESTAURANT JOB LINE
.

~.

'

CALL~ 74S-2875 ~ALTER B12.

..

RA Appreciation Day•Wednesday, February 16th, 2000

Joe Bruemmer • Terry McCafferty • Courtney Murphy • Danisha
Burnett 11 Sara Weinstein • Jenai Tidwell • Matt Anderson • Nick
Borchers • Marybeth Rusen • Bri Crowley • Meghc:in Kapp • Beth
Baker• Brian Mayer• Allison Leigh • Larry DqoleY..~)en Y.uenger
• Brooks. Keeshin • Ramani·Hunter • Dan Evans•
.
. Priya Patel •
,

\.

.

Lauren Sullivan • Kevin Marszal • Leslie Groh ~ Jim Elfers •
Courtni Ball • Nicole Medvin • Danielle .Goodwin .• ..Tric;ia Giessl.er
• Colleen Dwyer • Aaron Zboril • Amanda James • Andy Owsiak
• Sara Winterhalter o Joslyn Jacobs • Joe Yoo• Dave Forman •
Larry Tenkrnan • Abbey Wanchick • Mike Wesley • Laura Ricca•
RA Appreciation.Day•Wednesday, February 16th, 2000

WE'LL·ERASEYOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off. .
Ifyouqualify, we'llreduceyourdebt-up ·
to $65,000. Payment is either Y3 of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You'll also have training in a choice .
of skills and enough self-assur~nce
to last you the rest of your life .•..
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.
513 - 731- 4400

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www.goarmY,com

:
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-N-ow Hiring~
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Thank An RA·!
!'::

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
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""Little I taCyantf 'Ba/(J.rg
"'."SERVERS
.., HQSTS/HOS)'ESSES
- DISHWASHERS
MADEIRA
7677 Goff Terrace
across from· Kroger's
. 272-2220

- Part-time & Full-time

- Great experie1:'1ce
- Great job
MONTGOMERY
· 11384 Montgomery Road
In the shops at Harper's Point
489-9777

LUNCH: Monday-Friday 11 :30-2:30 p.m.
DINNER: Monday-Thursday 5 :00-10:00 p.m.,
Friday-Saturday 5:00-11 :00 p.m.,
& ·Sunday 4:00-9:00 p.m.

Interview witli us 10:00 a.m~ - 6:00
p.m. ( Afonaay-Saturaay}
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BRIEI~S
Jonathan Mosko, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878··
DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu
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Broadway benefit
On Sunday, Feb. 20, the acclaimed Back to Broadway group
will stage a production benefiting Tender Mercies.
This year's production will
include songs from "Guys and
Dolls," "Annie Get Your Gun,"
"My Fair Lady," "Chorus Line,"
"Miss Saigon," 'The Phantom of
the Opera" and "Saturday Night
Fever."
The show will be held at the
College of Mount St. Joseph Auditorium. The show starts at 4
p.m., with a reception at 2:45
p.m.
Tickets are $20 for the show
only, $35 for the show and reception. To order tickets, call Tender Mercies at 639-7054.

Orchestra update
Cincinnati Pops conductor
Erich Kunzel leads the orchestra
and special guest artists in a celebration of Viennese music Feb.
18 - 20 at 8 p.m. at Music Hall.
The concert will feature works
by such distinguished Viennese
composers as Franz Lehar, Oscar
Strauss, Emerich Kalman, Josef
Lanner, Ed ward Strauss and Robert Stolz.
Tickets are from $15 to $42
and are available by phone at
381-3300. Student tickets are
$10 and are available in person
45 minutes before the concert.

CCM happenings
The Univ~rsity of Cincinnati
CCM presents Verdi's Requiem
in a combined performance. by
the Philaharmonic Orchestra,
Chamber Choir and Chorale on
Saturday, Feb. 19 at 8 p.m. in
Corbett Auditorium.
Tickets are $10 for adults and
$5 for non-UC students.

Free movie
Xavier University Spring Series 2000: Visions of the Other
World will be showing "The
Sixth Sense" on Friday, Feb. 18
at 7:30 p-.m . .in Kelly Auditorium.
The film will be introduced
and discussed by Brother Jerome
Pryor, SJ. For further information, call 745-3811.

Amazon
The Omnimax Theatre in the
Cincinnati Museum Center will
begin showing "Amazon" on Feb.
19,running through mid-June.
For tickets and showtimes,
call 287-7000 or visit the Web
site at www.cincymuseum.org.
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classic boy-meets-dog

'Sylvia'

FORGET LASSIE, OLD YELLER - SYLVIA GIVES US STRAIGHT TALK ON LOVE, PEOPLE, PETS
Sylvia growls "may the
best species win."
A story about a man and his dog?
What is special and
Nothing special there, you think - a refr.yshing about this
trip to the pound, some stick-fetch- dog's"eye-view of the
ing, Timmy falls down a well, happy world is Sylvia's ability
endings for all.
to talk like a person.
Not so fast, say the Xavier Univer- Since one never could
sity Players, who will present "Sylvia" tell the difference beand redefine the boy-meets-dog story tween the "Timmy's
with a ticklish look into white, Anglo- been kidnapped by piSaxon Protestant culture.
rates" bark and the "you
Multi-Tony-award-winning play- have a spot of somewright A. R. Gurney is well-known thing on your shirt"
for his many forays into the culture bark, this helps to speed
of the WASPS, like "Cocktail Hour." up the understanding
(Remember, you're not an alcoholic process.
if you wait until four o'clock.)
This also provides
"Sy! via" has love, anger, jealousy, the opportunity for a
profanity and hard drinking wrapped unique and off-color
up into a "little show with a big heart." perspective on the aniIt is the story of Greg and his wife mal world as well as
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE XAVIER PLAYERS
Kate, two Manhattan social ladder- humankind. If you HassanAl-Rawas as Phyllis (center) receives the traditional dog greeting, a nose in the
climbers with different career paths.
want to know what a crotch, courtesy of Sylvia (Meghan Kapp) in the Xavier Players' production of "Sylvia,"
Kate, played by sophomore Marion dog is really saying a romantic comec!Y about a dog.
Cypher, is a post-motherhood English when it barks at a cat,
professor with dreams of integrating watch this play and you'll find out family friend and dramatic soci~l about a brand new performance ,
Shakespeare into the curriculum of. - just don'! bring your kid sister ite Phyllis as well as "Leslie," the space in the next few years, they are
Harlem's junior high schools.
androgenous psychiatrist.
concerned that the new university
along.
Performances of "Sylvia" will center's theater will be built withGreg Uunior Rob Jansen), on the
Later in the play, when Greg
other hand, is going nowhere fast asks Sylvia if she "liked her previ- run from Thursday, Feb.· 17 to Sun- out a "fly floor,''. a suspended strucuntil he meets a strange dog in a city ous owners as much as she liked day, Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. ·with a mati~ ture used to raise and lower backpark. The only indentifying mark is him," Sylvia wonders, tongue-in- nee on Sunday at 2 p.m. Student drops, borders and the like during
on the dog's collar, which bares a cheek, why that is what all second tickets are $5.
performances.
single. word that becomes the title of owners want to know.
This· is the last Players' producCutting the proposed tly floor
the play.
Nearly as remarkable is the fact tion before the university center is would slash a considerable amount
Sylvia the dog (played by senior that "Sylvia" is a six-part show with slated to be replaced.
of money from construction costs,
While the new university center but accordi.ng to Xavier Players diMeghan Kapp) and Greg hit it off in- a four-person cast. While Cypher,
stantly and quickly become insepa- Jansen and Kapp fill out one role is being constructed, the Players rector Cathy Springfield, "it would
rable, much to Kate's dismay.
apiece, senior Hassan Al-Rawas will perform "site-specific" theater, handicap the space and deprive the
Soon a vicious love triangle devel- holds down three separate parts: the .. using spaces in and around campus, theater of capabilities," as well as
ops as Sylvia and Kate compete for first of which is Tom, Greg's dog- like the Schott multipurpose room limit the diversity of productions
Greg's affection, leading to a dramatic walking buddy.
or the faculty lounge.
they would be able to stage.
While the Players are excited
confrontation on the living room floor
In addition, Al-Rawas plays

BY JONATHAN MOSKO
Diversions Editor

B

Xavier theater
The Xavier University Players
present the romantic comedy,
"Sylvia."
Production dates are Thursday, Feb. 17 through Sunday,
Feb. 20. Showtimes are 8 p.m.,
with a 2 p.m. matinee on Sunday
in the University Center Theater.
For reservations, call 7453939.
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Over the Rhine ·
Good Dog Bad Dog·
(Virgin/Back Porch records)
After l 0 years of producing unforgettable music and captivating the
Queen City, local band. Over the Rhine
signed with major label Virgin
records:
As a kind of wedding present, Virgin has rereleased Over the Rhine's
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1996 album Good Dog Bad Dog: Never Quite What It Seems."
The Home Recordings.
No matter what the tone, she
Don'tworry about the major-la- pours her heart into the lyrics: "And
bel sellout syndrome, though it bleeds, this setting sun I and my
you won't find any dance mixes or arms ache from holding on. I Let it
commercialism on the new Good go. This dying light I makes it hard
Dog, just vintage Over the Rhine to tell wrong from right I and it's
- music that will make you smile never quite what it seems."
and cry, think and feel.
Not only Bergquist's vocals, but
What has made Over the Rhine Detweiler's songwriting skills are
popular for over a decade is a lot showcased in the poetic "Latter
more complicated than one can de- Days": "What a beautiful piece of ·
heartache I this has all turned out·
scribe in words.
Guitarist/lyricist
Linford to be I Lord knows we've learned
Detweiler is a virtuoso in the craft, the hard way I .all about healthy
contributing electric, acoustic and apathy."
steel guitar (not to mention piano)
This first song is emotional withparts to the album. Vocalist/guitar- out being sappy, strumming the
ist Karin Bergquist invests her crys- heartstrings in such a way that you
talline, emotional voice into every don't mind if you feel a little
song with passionate conviction.
healthy melancholy after listening.
Her voice can float hauntingly,
If songs were jewels, this album
as it does in the first song, "Latter would be a treasure trove.
Days." It sometimes emerges in a _ "Willoughby," an earthy acoustic
breathy tremble, as in track 10, "It's stroll, reminds orie a little of Led

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before Feb. 15 ...
Tracy Chapman, Telling Stories (Elektra) ... The Cure, Bloodflowers
(Elektra) ... Fu Manchu, King of the Road (Mammoth) ... The Posies,
Alil'e Before the Iceberg (Platinum) ... Stroke, Stroke (Interscope) ... Suicide Machines, Suicide Machines (Hollywood) ... Sonique, Hear My Cly
(Universal) ... Rumble Fish, Fun with Plastic (Velocity) ... The Murderers, Irv Gatti Presents (Def Jam) ... Collapsis, Dirty Wake (Universal) ...
Gipsyland, Vi\'{1 la Musica (Hollywood) ...
... all dates are tentative.
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Zeppelin's "Black Mountain Side,"
but easier, and with less percussion.
Even without words, it'll move you.
The final song, "Go Down
Easy," is a slow waltz in a softly-lit
room that slowly builds like a web
of musicai streams converging into
a broad river of soaring vocals and
downy guitar chords.
It picks up the audience with its
first notes and carries them on its
shoulders to a serene conclusion on
the other side.
In a word, this album is beautiful. And lucky for us, now that Over
the Rhine has signed to a major label, you can find Good Dog Bad
Dog in your favorite record stores.
If you love music, go get it.
This disc earns $$$$ (and then
some).
- Jonathan Mosko,
Diversions Editor

live Wires

Wednesday, Feb. 16
Machine Head
wl Primer 55
& Reveille
@Bogart's

Saturday, Feb. 19
Coal Chamber
wl Type 0 Negative
@Bogart's
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Saturday, Feb. 19
Mighty Clouds of Joy
· @ Aronoff Center

Sunday, Feb. 20
Booked
wl Submachine
@The Void
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laughter in the face of danger

. PULITZER-WINNING PLAY ABOUT THE TRUIMPff OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT OFFERS CINCINNATI SOMETHING SPECIAL
former stage appearances include
BY JAY KALAGAYAN
Broadway shows, roosts in the
Co111rib11ti11g Writer
Dr. Vivian Bearing is a renowned Queen City.· Her appearances .at
professor of 17th-century poetry Cincinnati Playhouse and The Enspecializing in the Holy Sonnets semble stages have been numerous
of John Donne. She also unexpect- ,and. memorable, yet none has
edly finds herself in the final stages ,--.shined as her role .as Dr. Vivian .
Bearing.
of ovarian cancer.
Hodges undergoes an uncanny
At first, her academic prowess
transformation
physically and menseems foreign and inadequate in the
tally
into
the
scholarly
patient. She
face of this "real world" catastroif
she
owns the
paces
and
prowls
as
phe. Yet her strength, intellect and
tiled
stage,
keeping
the·
audience
liberal doses of humor offer treatment at least as effective as the ex- hooked from beginning to bitter
perimental chemotherapy she must end.
Hodges presents the audience
endure.
Throughout, Dr. Bearing speaks with Bearing in all her glories,
directly to the audience as a memo- faults and fears. At the end, you
rable teacher might engage .a class don't expect to see her come out
of mesmerized pupils, even as she for the wholly deserved stage bow.
must become the student of her own
. Sue 'Jin Song plays Susan
mortality. It's an· assignment she Monahan, R.N., B.S.N. w.ith the stetackles with equal parts fear, cour- reotypical holistic caring and concern one would expect from a great
age ... and wit.
nurse. She becomes the audience's
The Good
silent champion as she supports a
Playwright Margaret Edson _cre- lonely Bearing through her trials.
· Song allows her character to
ates fascinating and well-paced
story. "WIT" covers the heavy and have its limitations, which makes
tragic subject of ovarian cancer, its the portrayal more thorough - the
treatment and the horrible effect medical system, her doctors and her
intelligence restrict Susan.
both have on the patient.
The most memorable scene is
Edson is able to balance these
dramatic elements with humor, shared in the middle of the night
savvy, grace and, of course, wit.
b.etween Vivian and Susan; while
The play's pacing is perfectly Susan admits her lack of knowledge
set, as it never draws out a dramatic in the works of John Donne, Vivian .
scene nor plows thtough a humor- is just glad to haye a friendly re···
.' ··
·.·
ous one .. "WIT" is a·thoroughly spite.
)'he· set designer Gordon
well-done text that stimulates the
brain .toward science and the arts, DeVinney does an excellentjob of
capturing the feel of hospital withwiping away the differences.
Dale Hodges, .an actress whose out elaborate backgrounds.
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PHOTO COURTESY OF PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

Dr. Vivian Bearing (Dale Hodges, left) comes to terms with cancer in "WIT:' She is cared for by Dr.
Posner (Daniel Travis, right) and Nurse Susan Monahan (Sue Jin Song, center).
His set is mobile and also utilizes striking sound effects as the
curtains open and close, dividing
the scenes for the audience's eyes
and ears. John Lasiter, light designer, also does an excellent interpretation of X-rays and CAT scans.

Chemotherapy. The treatment
can hurt more than the disease. This
is the other dramatic challenge
Vivian faces. The process is tortuous to her and the amount of
shocked and sad faces in the audience reflected that pain.

TheWol'.d

The Bad
Cancer - incurable, unrelenting, unforgiving - sucks. "WIT"
uses the challenge of th~ disease to
set the story but the play never hits
you over the head with anti-cancer,
call-your-congressman-for-support
messages.
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"WIT" is a contemporary piece
that plows into the Shelterhouse and
earns an extended stay.
.
It is not a grand musical or the
typical romantic misunderstanding
which are usually the focus of many
of the Queen City's theaters.

E

"WIT" is a complex story with a
vibrant character who triumphs.
This is a mandatory play for all
theatergoers. The aftereffect of
"WIT'"s high standard of text and
performance wil 1 raise the bar for
all theaters in Cincinnati.

The Info
"WIT" runs in the Thompson
Shelterhouse Theatre through
March 11. "WIT" contains adult
subject matter and may not be suitable for children.
For more information, call the
box office at 421-3888.

W

If only the theaters could be snowed out
UNLESS YOU'RE STILL IN MIDDLE SCHOOL, YOU'LL WANT TO MISS 'SNOW DAY'
actly why they took to tormenting another local .television station.
and eventually hijacking the guy's
I walked into the movie theater, snowplow for no other reason than
Gripes
.
and between the screaming kids and to have one more day away· from
I understand this is a kid's film
the Snowbird mascot (fat guys class. To me, it seems a little anti- but the hackneyed plot, shaky actdressed in costumes always get a plebian.
ing and general rebellious nature
Likewise, the constant torment .toward anyone with a job is annoyrise out of kids) running_ around, I
of the high school principal via a ing and a waste of money.
lost it.
Of all the movies I've seen, I've constant barrage of snow balls
What was really surprising was
never walked out of one so void of which appeared throughout the the amount of sexual nature that the
quality and as sickeningly predict- movie moved from a hackneyed romanti'c subplot conveys in conable as "Snow Day." (Oh, the things gimmick to an annoying running trast to the movie's juvenile main
gag.
I do for The Newswire.)
plot.
Several more subplots lined the
For the sake of those who are
I suppose the writers decided to
even mildly interested, I suppose I movie, such as the lovesick Hal slip in that subplot in an attempt to
should throw in a review of this (Mark Webber) following around try to expand their audience to
the illegally sexual Claire Bonner about three months past the age of
Nickelodeon nightmare.
The plot is numbing, predictable (Emmanuel le Chriqui).
13.
and takes two hours from your life
' Surprisingly, there were several
In conclusion, in an optimistic
you'll never get back.
sections of the movie which showed view, this movie is a fun two hours
A town in upstate New York gets. a little bit more of the teenage de- for kids who can lose themselves
hit by a freak snowstorm, yielding veloping body than I thought 10- in a low-quality plot filled with toia snow day for all the high to-12-year olds should see.
let humor and questionable sexual
schoolers in the area.
To make matters worse for Hal, content.
However, the transparent char- his all-around girl friend Lane
In a pessimistic view, however,
acter "Snowplow Man" (played by Leonard (Schuyler Fisk) makes it this movie is just two hours parents
Chris Elliot- he was pretty funny obvious that she .feels "more than . can rest while the spawn of the
in "There's Something About just friends for him."
yuppie class can laugh at the exMary") threatens the possibility of
Meanwhile, Hal skillfully tries pense of actors portraying worki'ng
the rare second snow day.
to avoid Chriqui's alpha-male ex- class people and wonder exactly
Thus, the y0uthful Natalie (Zena boyfriend.
what Webber sees in (or on)
Grey) and her friends decide to stop
In yet another subplot, Hal and Chriqui.
this working class bum from doing Natalie's weatherman-dad (Chevy
his job.
Chase) keeps himself busy trying
Predictions
I must say it is questionable ex- to best a competing weatherman on
This section is added so I can try

BY JASON FABER
Co11trib111i1ig Writer

my psychic abilities in predicting
the affects this movie will have on
the actors and their future careers.
Webber (Hal) undoubtedly will
become a teen heartthrob, appearing in Bop magazine and perhaps
may even graduate into such young
adult movies in the tradition of
"American Pie" and "Can't Hardly
Wait."
Chriqui (Claire) will probably
follow· in the steps of Webber and
appear in a young adult movie. In
fact, it would riot be surprising if
she appears in a swimsuit i~sue
somewhere.
Considering her lines were few
and far between, she did not really
have any ability to develop her
character. Still, Chriqui will be the
most powerful character seen by the
audience (especially to those pre-

teen boys who, after seeing her, are
now very sure they like girls).
Grey (Natalie) will continue her
youthful career on some Nickelodeon spin-off and might even
snatch another part in some movie
requiring a vibrant and talented·
young actress.
Chase and Elliot? As if the
Chevy Chase Show and Cabin Boy
did not hurt their careers more, I am
sure "Snow Day" will only damage
the falling persona _of the legendary Chase and the already shaky
comedy of Elliot.
News11>fre Rating: * for those
older than 14, but *** for those
under 14.

* OFFICAL NEWSWIR~ MOVIE RATINGS *
*- This movie is a complete waste of time and money; throw your
popcorn down and run for your life.
**-Wait for it to come to the $2 theater or the local Blockbuster.
***- Go ahead and try i t - you'll probably like it. .

****-'Newswire Seal of Approval -you can't go wrong.with
this one.
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RA Appr~ciation Day•Wednes~ay, February 16th, 2000
If you -know people on your flo9r • If you have attended a program • If
something in your room was fixed• If you've been locked out• If you got_ keys_
at check-in • If you had fun at a community builder • If you attended an FYE ·
discussion group • If you can sleep at night without n~ise • If you had
someone to listen • If you had a question answered • If you
had a "door dee" when you arrive~,•

If you have community "norms" • · If you attended a
teambuilding_program on your floor• If you know what programs .are happening
on campus • If you know what office to go to for assistance • If you know your .
custodian • If you feel safe in the building •. If you were able to check-out
equipment fram the frant desk • If you know the policies and procedures • If you
feel like the atmosphere on your floor is friendly.•. If you like Xavier • If you feel .
RA Appreciation Day•Wednesday, February .16th, 2000

Looking for a Challenge?
Apply Today ...
Be a Student Program Coordinator.
Leadership Position in Planning Major Xavier University Events STYUKA, Family Weekend, Midnight Madness, Weekenders, and other Special Events
.Coordinate student participation in events sponsored by Student Services!

Grab the opportunity!

What we are looking for...

e Gain experience in programming major events
e Refine communication
. . and organizational skills
e Develop project & budget
~----------------~
management skills
· . : Applications available·now at :

Good oral & written communication
skills, ability to take initiative, knowledge of standard promotional practices, computer pro.grams and applica. tions, and wo.rking knowledge of university policies and practices

. : Student Services - Room 101 J, I
· 1
in the University Center
:.

.. _- -- ...... ---- -- -- - - _..I

I

_. Applications
Due by February 25, 2000.
.
.. .
.

.. . ·More
information?
Contact Shernaz Medora OR Sam Miller. Call Carol at X3202
.
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THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

:Classified ads are 25 cents per word with a $5 m1n1mum. To place your classi'f~ed ad in The
Newswire call the advertising manager, Lance Schuerger, at (513)7'45-3561 or send an e-mail to
newswireads@yahoo.com

Greater Cincinnati printing
company is looking for an
aggressive individual who has
the burning desire_ to_ seek a
career in sales. The successful candidate must be selfmotivated, be able to build
long-term relationships, have·
strong time-management skills and a commitment to
'helping clients achieve their
goals. If you think a sales career is what you're looking for,
call Debbie Pfaff! at Multi-Craft,
581-2754.
. 100 instructors/counselors
needed. Coed- sleepaway
camp in Pocono Mountains, Pa.
More than 60 land/water activities. Good salary/tips! Call
(800) 422-9842 or visit
www.campcayuga.com
TEACHERS-ECE
Nationally accredited, Head
Start childcare program seeking motivated professionals to
work with young children. 30hr. and 40-hr. positions available with benefits. Competitive
salary and flexible work environment. Experience preferred.
Mt. Washington ECE Program.
Call 624-9856. EOE.
Exciting area day camp
NOW HIRING for summer
staff po~tions. _I;)_ WE1t?k, pr.o·
gram, June 19-juJy 28, _;M~F.
Group counselors and specialist positions available. For
further information call Renee
-Frankel (camp director) at
530-5156 between 5 p.m.-9
p.m.

TEACHERS-ECE
Excellent pay and opportunity! Nationally accredited,
Head Start full-day childcare
se_eking energetic professionals to work with children K-6.
Monday thru Friday from 79:15 a.m. High.ly competitive
wages, experience preferred.
Hyde Park ECE Program. Call
321-7183. EOE. Approximately 1/4 inile
from Xavier at the corner of
Cleneay Avenue and 'Montgomery Road. We have an·
immediate opening for a parttime cashier/operator. Reliability is imperative. The hours required are Mondays (5.-9
p.m.), Tuesdays (5-8 p.m.),
Wednesdays (5-9 p.m.) and
Saturdays (10 a.m.-4 p.m.).
Approximately 17 total hours
per week. To interview, call Mr.
· Elmlinger at 531-5500 from 8
a:m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday.
EARN MONEY
We're looking for men and
women to deliver the new telephone directories from Cincinnati Bell. Work in your area,
work full time or part time and
get paid upon completion of
each route. To qualify, you must
be 18 or older, have a valid
driver's license and social security card and have an insured vehicle. To apply, call
Monday-Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5
p.m. Call (800) 979-7978. Directory Distributing Associa·
- -tion ... We ar_e.an .EOE .. - ·: ·~· 1 _.
Immediate openings -'--'
students· earn $375-$575
weekly_ processing/assembling medical J.D. cards from
home. Experience unneces- sary ... we train you! Call
Medi Card (541) 386-5290,
ext. 300.

Pool managers, Jifegaurds,
. swim coaches. Hiring now for
- summer positions. Excellent
pay, work outdoors! Call 7771444.
Wanted: 50 people to lose
weight fast. 100% natural &
guaranteed. Call (888) 6386497 or. visit: www.optimalnutrition.com
Need responsible, honest, flexible mother's helper.
Nonsmokers with great driving record a must! Willing to
help with children's homework, kiddie organization,
laundry, ironing and drive
kids to activities. Experience
with newborn a preference. -_
Children ages 11, 9, 6 and
newborn. Mon.-Fri. 2-9 p.m.
Please call at (513)792-8175
for more infromation.
Call now! Work now! Restaurant Job Lir:ie! Call: (877)
991~9292.

STUDENT WORK
$10.15 base pay. Flexible
schedules 5-30 hrs./week.
Customer
service/sales,
scholarships available. Conditions apply. Call 671-4823,
www.workforstudents.com/np
Design firm needs de~
pendable person for light
maintenance, janitorial and
general assistance. Must be
a self-starter and preferably
-experienced. This is a posi_Jion of resporisibli!Y t:1n_d trllst..
Top notch clientele"contacts. Will work with school
schedule. Apply by faxing
personal lett(;1r outlining experience to 621-5771.
Earn part-time income
at leading Cincinnati wine
-and gourmet store.· Sale's.
Stock shelves. Prefer 21 or
over. 984-9463.
•,

3 programmers only! To
join start"up and recieve
15% equity position of company. Experience with most
of the following: ASP, HTML,
Java Script, CGI and Perl,
Unix. for Web Programmers.
We also partner with individuals to help get great
· ideas to market. Serious inquirers only. You can work
from your location! e-mail
resume
to
freetell@hotmail.com

SPRING .

.BRFAK

Go direct! We're the Amazon.com of spring break!
#1 Internet-based company offering wholesale pricing by
eliminating middlemen! We
have other companies begging
for mercy! All destinations.
Guaranteed lowest prices! Call
- us at: (800) 367-1252, or visit:
www.springbreakdirect.com
#1 Spring Break vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Best prices guaranteed!!! Free parties & cover
charges! Space is limited! Book
it now! All major credit cards
accepted! ( 800) 234-7007,
www.endlesssummertours.com
Spring
Break
2000! _
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Fl.orida. Call USA Spring Break
for a ·free ·brochure;- rates and
ask how you can go for free!
Ask about our last-minute specials!!
(888)
777-4642.
www.usaspringbreak.com

Summer cash! Student
Mngmt./sales position with national firm. Pays $10-$12 +
commission. Available to soph.,
jr., and sr. only. For information,
go
to
http://
www.jablon.com
#1 Panama City vacations!
Party beachfront at the boardwalk. Summit condos & Mark
II. Free drink parties! Walk to
best bars! Absolute best price!
All major credit cards accepted! (800) 234-7007. www.
endlesssummertours.com
Cancun and Jamaica as
low as $399. Reps wanted!!!
Sell 15 and travel free. Lowest price guaranteed!!! For information, call (800) 446-8335
or visit: ww_w.sunbreaks.coin
Size does matt1:1r! Biggest
break package, best price
from $29! Call us at (800) 224-GULF, or visit us on the Web
at: www.springbreakhq.com
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$pacious 3-bedroom apartment in North Avondale available. Located a half mile from
Xavier's campus. Apartment
set in turn of the century mansion. Features are a full kitchen
including dishwasher and disposal, ceiling fans, air conditioning, hardwood floors, deck,
off-street parking & laundry on
site. $1000 per month. Call Tim
at 351-2178 ext. 101.
Norwood 2- and 3-bedroom apartments. Newly
renovated kitchen and bath,
hardwood floors, laundry, ciffstreet parking and clean .
Price: $450 and $600 + utilities. Call 861-4111.
House for rent. 991 Dana
Ave. Spacious! 8 bedrooms, 3
baths. Equipped! Walk to campus! Plenty of parking! Call:
321-0043 or 241-9421.
For rent: beautiful 2-bdrm
apt (first floor) in newly renovated 2-family. Close to campus. W/D provided. $300 pp +
util. No pets. 3S66 Regent Ave.
Available May 1, 2000. Call
984-8576.
Norwood -2/3 bedroom up.
stairs, business downstairs.
Rent apartment or business or
both. Ideal for entrepreneurs.
Excellent exposure. Newly
renovated. Call Ian at 244RENT/237-0440. _

Location: 3964 Regent
Ave. Short-term rental from
Dec. '99-May '00. 3-bedroom ·
($600/mo.) and 1-bedroom
($400/mo.) in nice 2-family (or
entire house for $850/mo.) +
utilities. Washer/dryer included. Please call 984-8576.

·-

Apartments available now!
2 blocks from campus. 3-bedroom ($600/mo.) 1-bedroom
(300/mo.) or whole house (850/
mo.). Water paid! Call 6246732.
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Roomate Needed. 1914
Hudson Ave., 6-bedroom
house. $250 + utilities, water included. Walking distance to XU. Call May, 3511399.
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HAPPY BIR·-THDAYI

THIS SPACE FOR
RENT!
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Are you sick of advertising
your friends' birthday around
campus on little flyers?

. Why not advertise
them in The Newswire?
Fill this space for only $50. That's $10 off
--the regular price!!!
Call Lance at 745.,3561.

Call 745-3561 and ask for
Lance or Beth for more
information.

Acapulco
Cancun
Jarnaica
Bahamas
Cruises
Florida 1.._-~·~""""::::
, Europe
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

16 week of FEBRUARY 16, 2000

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
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to tell you the female Muskies
play at George Washington, with
the gameonA-10TVat4:30p.m.

February 16
" 'Who Wants to Marry a MultiMillionaire?'" Um, me, please. I
mean, only if we were in love and
stuff. Seriously, I don't care if he
owns the sun, why would you·
marry someone you've never met?
He could be Carl Lindner, for
cripe's sake. Millionaire, yes, but
also 400 years old and possibly a
few islands shy of an archipelago.
Every story would start otit, "I remember back in aught-five ... "
and you'll think, Aught-five?
What is that, longitude? There
might be some perks, though. If
Carl Lindner (as in the physics
building) were your boy toy, I bet
the Registrar's office would
(wink wink nudge nudge) waive
your graduation fee.

By Jennah Durant

To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2 l 29.

Ducks game [by the way, it still
hurts me to think of poor Paul
Kari ya and the rest of them in _Anahei_m laying a fierce check on
someone while wearing a teal and
purple jersey with water fowl on
it] at 7:35 p.m. in the Gardens.
Bring your All-Card and get two
tickets for $5, then listen as the
AAA pixies tell you about big,
mean travel agencies that try and
scam you out of your $349 for a
wee_k of debauchery in Cancun.
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February 17

One way millionaires become
so is by being miserly curmudgeons. They collect aluminum
cans, save their dogs' shedded
hair to knit sweaters and buy
Weidemann's instead of Natty
Light. They also only drink coffee when it's free, so expect to
see many rich folk in the Romero
Center for International Coffee
Hour, 3:30- 4:30 p.m.
AAA should change its name
from Automobile ... whatever it is
to All people who Always tell you
About spring break scams and give
you cheap hockey tickets in the
process. Mention this to them
when you go see· the Mighty

I was in Italy this summer and
met a girl named Sylvia. Whenever someone would say her name
it would be "Seel-vee-ya," because they were, you know, Italian and what not. The Players
will probably say it the regular
way when they present the
eponymous play at 8 p.m. in the .
University Center Theatre. It's
about a dog.· Funny, huh? You
can see it through Sunday at the
same time and place, plus an
extra o·ne on Sunday at 2 p.m.
Attention sexy boys at XU:
listen up, you three. Pick up
your application for the Mr.
Muskie pageant in the SAC of-

fice and finish·. it by next
Wednesday or we girls will· be
very disappointed.

FRIDA\'
February 18
Bruce Willis in an Oscar
nominated movie? When did I
enter Bizarre-oland? Maybe Br.
Jerome Pryor, S.J. will clear up
the mystery when he shows "The
Sixth Sense" in Kelley Auditori urn at 7:30 p.m. Br. Pryor
showing a modern, popular
movie in color without subtitles?
Now I'm really confused. Excuse me while I look for the portal back to my own dimension.
T_he man, the myth, the most
lethal mixed drink known to man.
Go to Dana's to wish everbody's
favorite bartender, Herschel, a
happy, sloppy birthday.
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February 19

If you think Dr. Colella is as
swingin' as he's gonna get in his
Airwalks and beret, think some
more. His guitar truly completes
the ensemble, as evidenced in his
performances with his band Mojo
Boogie. See for yourself when

they break it on down at the third
annual Habitat for Humanity·
Blues Night. If you learn things
here, your ticket will be five bones
in advance and seven bones at the ·
door. If you teach things or fix
things or administrate things here,
pay $8 before or $10 upon arrival
at the Armory at 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY
February 20
I begin to say the name "Ben
Ver ... " and you shout "Vereen!
Ben Vereen! Broadway star and
Uncle Phillip on TV's 'Webster'!"
And I say, "Thanks for trying, but
let me finish." I would then go on
to tell you about Ben Verdery, who
plays classical guitar and probably never starred in his own CBS
special, among other things. He
is; however, playing for you at the
art museum theater at 2:30 p.m.

Edgecliff Hall, unlike its namesake, is not just for girls. It's for
musicians. Sometimes they invite
other people for a jazz ensemble
concert at 8:15 p.m. Don't be late
beause someone might yell a.t you.

February 21
It's time for this week's Random Andrew Jackson Anecdote,
sponsored by the sports department. At Old Hickory's funeral his
pet parrot had to be removed from
the premises because it was cursing out loud. This has been your
weekly RAJA. Signing off.

What goes around, comes
around, but hopefully the
women's basketball team will
duck when their previous viCtory
over George Washington comes
back around, hitting the
Colonials in the head, making
them lose again. Read that sentence again so it will make some
kind of sense. I'm only trying

February 22
The men's basketball team had
better know what "to avenge"
means as those connivers from
George Washington come to the
Gardens at 9:30 p.m. You had better know how to turn on the TV to
ESPN2 if you can't get.to the
game in person.

If you don't vote in the SGA
executive elections, don't complain when Steve Forbes gets LVP
as a write-in. Exercise your
checkmarking muscles in Alter
from 8 a.m. to noon, the a.rill
from noon. to 2 p.m., CBA lounge
from 2 to 4 p.m. or the Cafe lobby
from 4 to 7 p.m.

J (J Reasons why you should stop smoking
10 other friendsinhale_your·second hand smoke.
,

9

o~her

things you could be spendingyour $on.

8 other things you could be doing with your han¢s:
7 body parts that are affected by cigarettes.
6 other things you could be doing with your mouth.
5 out of 20 people willget lung cancer this year.
·4other things to worry about in college.
3 other states that have banned smoking in public places:
2 othe(' things that smell as bad as a smokers breath.

1 of these reasons should be enough to convince you.
Call 745-3599 or write wellness@xavier.xu.edu
if you're interested· in quitting •.
We understand student lire and we can help!

This advertisement was supported by
GranVCooperatlve AgreerT)ent Number
99038 froin the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). It's
contents are solely the responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the official-views of CDC.

